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1 Introduction
Modern society is increasingly dependent on the uninterruptible flow of high-quality power supply,
the latter offering a stable basis for services considered necessary for our daily routine such as the
internet. Despite the undeniable technological advances in various relevant fields, mass energy
generation continues to operate following its initial over century old design. Further, energy coming
from brown energy sources is becoming insufficient to cover the ever-increasing energy demand.
The proliferation of renewable energy sources (RES), distributed energy storage (DES) and
distributed energy resources (DER) installations worldwide promises to contribute to a more
sustainable energy future also negating the environmental toll incurred by traditional, centralized
energy generation. In this context, the simplistic, as to its supported interactions, one-way power
flow featured by the traditional power grids has changed into a dynamic, more complex and multistakeholder one, where the energy consumers play the role of energy producers as well at either the
distribution or the transmission part of the grid.
The digital transformation of the energy networks is promising to offer a solution to the emerging
management and control problems stemming from the increased energy consumption and the RES,
DER and DES deployments proliferation, particularly through the introduction of new
communications technologies, 5G being the most significant one. As per [1], the communication
requirements of modern and future smart girds are not only demanding, but can hardly be satisfied
by today’s communication technologies, particularly when considering deployments at scale.
Table 1: Smart energy grids communications requirements (source: [1]).

Scenario
Power
transmission
network

Latency
5ms

Power
10-50ms
distribution
network
Power
< 1s
consumption
network
New energy 1s
merging
network

Description
The power transmission line of the backbone network and key power
grid devices such as transformers and lightning sensors require 24/7
safe and reliable operation. Therefore, real-time monitoring of electric
network communications must be ensured. For example, relay
protection requires a latency less than 5 ms.
End to end (E2E) data transmission between power distribution
stations, substations, and control centres requires low latency to
achieve quick fault location and self-healing.
E2E data transmission between users' electric meters and control and
metering centres requires low latency, so that power usage and grid
operation can be monitored in a timely manner
New energy, prone to unpredictability, intermittency, and peak-load
surge, raises high requirements on real-time information collection,
communication, and transmission of sensors. Renewable tidal, wind,
and solar power may cause dramatic voltage increase or decrease in
minutes or seconds because of rapidly changing natural conditions.

Interestingly, apart from the stringent communication requirements in terms of latency, the most
prominent smart grid applications including distributed grid-tied management of RES/DER, the
management of the transmission and distribution networks and interactive remote metering (as
defined by advanced metering infrastructures – AMI) call for increased coverage and density,
hardened security as well as reliability. When considering grid automation as the killer application of
5G in energy, reliability is utterly important since the automation target would be to replace physical
equipment that is guaranteed to “just work” uninterruptedly for years and failing to do so could result
in having tremendous consequences in not only business utility but also social and environmental
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terms. The following figure offers an overview of the communication requirements priorities of
modern smart energy networks.

Figure 1: Communication characteristics requirements of smart grid (source: [1]).

At the same time, 5G-PPP [2] design targets definitely match the needs of smart energy networks
(see Figure 2), advancing the current wireless communication in almost every aspect and giving high
priority to security, reliability and latency, elements utterly necessary for the energy vertical.

Figure 2: Overview of design targets of 5G (source: [2]).

In NRG-5, the applicability of 5G to the energy vertical is evaluated, with a focus on 5G edge
computing at the mobile edge cloud (MEC) level. In this course and as described in [3], NRG-5
focuses on the delivery of services tailored for the energy domain in the form of virtualized functions
(virtual network functions – VNFs). Some of these VNFs could be considered as application VNFs
© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2019
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(not focusing on the network per se but accelerating data gathering and manipulation at application
level) but others are focusing on the advancing the networking domain. The latter VNFs are the focus
of this document.

1.1 Purpose of the Document
This is the third deliverable of the “5G trusted, scalable and lock-in free plug and play” activities
carried out within WP2 of the NRG-5 project. Being the final document related to these activities, this
deliverable completely overrides the two previous ones, that is D2.1 [4] and D2.2 [5], also updating
any relevant information provided in the NRG-5 architectural deliverables, particularly D1.3 [3] which
constitutes the final architecture deliverable of the project. As such, the present deliverable aims at
providing the final specification of the NRG-5 low layer VNFs that allow for seamless operation of
UE, in a trusted, scalable and lock-in free manner, as the title of the work package suggests.
These low-level VNFs are generally divided into two basic categories, that is i) device-handling VNFs
and ii) xMEC-supporting VNFs. In turn, the former category includes functions for offering terminal
service discovery services (vTSD), enabling self-organising networks in circumstances of low 5G
connectivity (vSON) and virtualising physical devices on the edge network in the form of digital twins
(vMCM). The second category of VNFs documented in this deliverable refers to functions related to
managing the mobility of the UE in a more fine-fine-grained manner (vMME), enabling security and
trust management (vAAA) as well as opening the blockchain infrastructure for use by the 5G-UE
(vBCP). This document clearly details the scope, design and functionalities of these VNFs,
showcasing their interfacing whenever relevant.
Despite being classified into distinct categories, the aforementioned VNFs have been configured to
allow for seamless interoperation, all of them being essential for operating NRG-5 as a 5G platform
alleviating contemporary problems of smart energy networks; they are all equally fundamental for all
NRG-5 use case scenarios. To showcase this point, the document presents two imaginary scenarios
where the operation of the VNFs gets highlighted and the various control flows are detailed.
Finally, this document should act as a reference to developers and third parties that would like to
integrate or extend the solutions offered by NRG-5; it provides in full detail the data model supported
by the NRG-5 VNFs, the service interfaces exposed by them as well as examples of how they can
be optimally used.

1.2 Updates over previous versions
D2.1 focused on the vTSD, vSON and vMCM functionalities, while hinting over the case of mobility
and trust management (vMME and vAAA/vBCP respectively). In D2.2, the information on the design
and implementation of vTSD, vSON and vMCM was refined, while at the same time detailing better
the vMME details. vAAA and vBCP got updated as well, hinting better over the procedures related
to blockchains-based authentication.
This deliverable continues the updates on the network-oriented VNFs (vTSD, vSON, vMCM and
vMME) while focusing more on the security and trust-related VNFs (vAAA and vBCP). As a summary,
the following list provides an overview of the updates against D2.2:
•
•

§4.1.4 was updated to match the updated vTSD interactions with the rest of xMEC VNFs;
§5.1 was updated with more information on vAAA, in particular:
© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2019
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§5.1.1.1 was updated with the final version of the supported smart contracts and with
updated sequence diagrams to also reflect the project activities related to ABAC for
which a new paragraph (§5.1.1.1.1) has been introduced. Further, in §5.1.1.1.2,
details on the recommended deployment options and the actual offering of NRG-5 in
terms of both actual VNF instantiation are discussed. Last, in §5.1.1.1.3, details on
how to set the initial set of trusted devices at blockchain level up are discussed.
o §5.1.1.2 was also introduced as a new subsection, documenting the way OAuth has
been integrated into the vAAA services;
§5.2 has also been updated to include all the supported DAPPs that allow NRG-5-compliant
UE and VNFs to persist data.
Appendix A, §7.2 was updated with new information related to the vSON API data models
and interfaces;
Appendix A, §7.4 was updated with new information related to the vBCP API data models
and interfaces;
Appendix A, §7.5 was updated with new information related to the vMME API data models
and interfaces;
o

•
•
•
•

1.3 Structure of the Document
The structure of the document largely follows the approach of D2.2, adopting a top-bottom approach,
presenting some high-level notions first, then providing more and more details. In Section 2, an
introduction to the NRG-5 virtual network abstraction activities is provided, with a focus on the
positioning of NRG-5 against modern 5G concepts and architectural approaches. Next, in Section 3
the device-handling VNFs are presented, followed by the detailing of the NRG-5 supporting VNFs,
in Section 4. Section 5 offers a set of use case examples showcasing the interfacing of the NRG-5
low-level VNFs. Section 6 concludes the deliverable.
Finally, Appendix A documents the data models and service interfaces exposed by the VNFs.
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2 NRG-5 Virtual Network Abstraction
NRG-5’s VNF development activities build on ongoing work carried out in Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) standardization bodies. This section briefly presents key aspects of NFV that
are relevant to the project, with reference to the NRG-5 architecture presented in D1.2 [6], and ETSI
NFV ISP Network Function Virtualization concepts from the ETSI standard [7]. Next, it introduces
the six NRG-5 low layer VNFs that are the focus of this deliverable.

2.1 5G architectural compliance, standards and ETSI NFV
The NRG-5 project seeks to understand and contribute to the 5G architecture, challenge current 5G
developments to meet the energy domain requirements, support new applications for and associated
with energy infrastructures, with a particular focus on energy and gas use cases. It also seeks to
develop components that can be added to existing 5G architectures to support next-generation
applications for the energy vertical.
As discussed in NRG-5 deliverable D1.2 [6], the project aims to build on and contribute to the
approach towards 5G architectures of the 5G-PPP Architectural Working Group [8]. It seeks to
extend this with new concepts to meet the requirements of applications from the energy domain (for
both electricity and gas infrastructures). The project builds also on key 5G (and related) architecture
design concepts being developed in other existing standards bodies, including those from ETSI [7],
the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [9], the NGMN Alliance [10], 3GPP [11], and oneM2M [12].
Among the key technologies considered by the project is extended utilization and instantiation of
NFV as close to the User Terminal as possible (at the mobile edge), which allows for the
transformation of network functions from vendor-specific hardware appliances to software-only
applications running on top of commercial, off the shelf hardware. NFV allows for more efficient use
of hardware resources. Cost and performance efficiency gains are made through dynamic and rapid
allocation of resources to different workloads and leveraging virtualization. NRG-5 considers
specifically the NFV architecture design developed by ETSI [7] shown in Figure 3.

V
Figure 3: ETSI ISG NFV Virtualized Architecture (source: [7]).
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The three main components relevant to the work on the VNFs that is reported in this deliverable are:
•

The NFV infrastructure (NFVI), which includes physical resources (primarily computing, storage
and networking equipment) and specifies how these can be virtualized.

•

A series of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), which provide software implementations of
network functions. Their execution is supported by the components of the NFVI.

•

The NFV Management and Orchestration component (NFV MANO), which covers real-time
orchestration and lifecycle management of both physical and software resources that support
the infrastructure virtualization. It also handles the lifecycle management of the VNFs. It is
responsible for all virtualization-specific management tasks required by the NFV framework. It
provides efficient utilization of network resources by combining dynamic, policy-enforced
functions for workload placement, execution, and administration.

The OSS/BSS element of the ETSI architecture in the top left corner of Figure 3 is a key component
relevant for VNF automated deployment. The NRG-5 project also includes research and
development on this aspect of the ETSI architecture. This is carried out in the ‘VNF automated
deployment’ work package (WP3) of the project and will be reported on separately in deliverables
from that work package.
In support of energy domain applications, the NRG-5 project is building a series of twelve generic
and energy domain specific virtual network functions (VNFs). These include the six low-layer VNFs
that are the subject of this deliverable. All NRG-5 VNFs will fit within the ETSI architecture framework,
and together they enrich the capabilities provided by the 5GPPP architectural group. An initial highlevel description of these VNFs is given in D1.2 [6].

2.2 Low layer VNFs in NRG-5 project
The NRG-5 VNFs fall in three groups: General Core, General Application and Energy Specific
VNFs.The general core VNFs are the subject of this deliverable. They are the low-layer network
VNFs. Together, they provide the virtual functions required to discover devices and services in a
network, and to allow for self-organization and self-optimization of the communication and routing
services between devices that have limited network access. They also provide the virtual functions
required to recognize and authorize devices (user equipment) and allow for establishing secure
connections for data exchange in support of required services. This VNF group consist of:
Three device handling VNFs:
•
•

•

vTSD (virtualised Terminal Self-Discovery): responsible for connecting user equipment that
cannot connect directly to 5G networks, using other user equipment to act as bridges.
vSON (virtual Self-Organizing Networks): responsible for providing device topology and routing
paths to devices to connect user equipment that cannot communicate directly with 5G networks
(or that are not within direct reach of a 5G network).
vMCM (virtual Machine-Cloud-Machine): responsible for providing access to user entity data to
applications either through virtual twins in the edge, or data hub functionality in the cloud.

Three supporting VNFs:
•

vMME (virtual Mobility Management Entity): responsible for providing location awareness and
device traceability – this is an extension to the standard LTE MME, which provides idle mobile
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•
•

devices with paging and tagging functionality including GPS location services (used e.g. for
safeguarding the location of EVs, mobile terminals or drones)
vAAA (virtual Authentication, Authorization, Accounting): responsible for provisioning of services
related to the administration of UE for authentication, authorization and accounting purposes.
vBCP (virtual BlockChain Processing): allowing other VNFs (such as the vAAA), devices and
third-parties to benefit from the merits of trusted, permissionable blockchain infrastructures,
without necessitating any kind of blockchain-related enabling technology.

The NRG-5 general core VNFs are designed as individual building blocks that can seamlessly
interwork to deliver the functionality of a 5G architecture required to support the energy domain.
Sections 3 and 4 provide an initial in-depth view or their collaborative power and design. These
sections will also show what additional software modules are required within the user equipment
(devices) for the effective use of these VNFs.
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3 NRG-5 low layer VNFs – Example use cases
The development of NRG-5 NFVs is driven by a set of NRG-5 Smart Energy use cases, described
in D1.1 [13]. According to the 5G PPP Architecture Working Group and ITU, 5G networks aim to
natively meet the requirements of three groups of communications [11]:
a) Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) expected to connect a large number of
M2M devices with a range of performance and operational requirements, with further
improvement of low-cost and low-complexity device types as well as extension of coverage.
b) Extreme Massive broadband (eMBB) achieving higher data rates and improvements in
capacity, supporting high quality video (i.e. 3D, UHD/4K/8K/12K), and
c) Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) that allows critical machine-type
communication and immediate feedback with high reliability and enables for example remote
control over robots and autonomous driving.

eMBB
Media

Gigabytes in a second

3D Video – 4K Screens
Virtual Reality
Smart City Cameras
Voice

Smart City IoT

Augmented Reality

Energy/ Smart Grid
Industrial Automation

Mission Critical/Energy
Self driving car

mMTC

URLLC

Figure 4: 5G main communication types.

As it is shown in Figure 4, Energy/Smart Grid mainly fit in the URLLC category, media including
Augmented and Virtual Reality are positioned in the eMBB category, while Smart City IoT are in the
mMTC category.
Targeting the Smart Energy vertical domain, NRG-5 has defined use cases covering all three groups
of 5G communications. In more details, NRG-5 defines the following use case:
•

Smart Meter identification and auto configuration: According to the Smart Grid paradigm,
customers will play an active role in energy flexibility, being equipped with components for
decentralized energy generation and local (possibly moving) energy storage. In such a
framework, smart metering devices are quickly proliferating in number and need to exhibit a
far more complex profile than today, offering services beyond traditional 15 minutes reporting,
including support for real-time measurements, terminal auto-discovery, and authorization.
However, for security, cost and operational reasons, full implementations of the above
features is impractical, while cost should remain low. On the other hand, self-discovery and
auto configuration should enable customers to avoid utilities lock-in.

•

Predictive Maintenance for utility infrastructures. Predictive Maintenance of distributed
generation plants, energy transmission and distribution networks, like electricity cables and
isolators, and gas/LNG tanks, pumps and pipelines, is an activity of utmost importance in
achieving highest power network reliability. Especially in case of electrical isolators and the
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transmission lines along the electricity grid or the natural gas storage tanks, pumps or
pipelines is critical with high accompanying cost. Recently, the energy industry started to
adopt manually driven UAVs/Drones to perform visual inspections, but, again, special flight
control certification has been necessary and the time required for such operations is, still,
hindering wide adoption. The challenge that 5G has to face is to offer remote flight control of
drones (or swarms of drones) based on video analysis of drones’ cameras [14].
•

Resilience and high availability via Dispatchable Demand Response (DDR). Energy
cannot be easily stored at large scale, so utilities have traditionally matched demand and
supply by shaping demand through Demand Response campaigns, inserting (very
expensive) peaking plants to cover peak demand, or importing power from other utilities.
There are estimations that when Electrical Vehicles (EV) take-up reaches even 10% in the
EU, the load will peak in the evenings at about 38GW, introducing very severe stability risks
to the Utilities due to the mobility patterns of the EVs that introduce uncertainty in the grid
management [15]. In the same context, low cost, Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU), enabling
precise state measurements to be made across an entire gird, support fast monitoring of
distribution feeders, with data refresh of 10 to 50 times per second. However, such update
frequencies open up vast new possibility for the fine-grained network control needed to
manage the complex future grid, but also permitting potentially devastating attacks though
manipulation and data mirages.

The low layer NFVs presented in this deliverable play an important role in all three use cases though
mainly the address the both mMTC and URLLC.
Prior to providing the detailed description of the VNFs in the next sections, Use Case 1 is briefly
introduced below. To illustrate the basic functionality of the low layer VNFs, and to help understand
how they work together, a simple basic scenario is introduced next. This scenario fits within the wider
scope of Use Case 1 and will help set a background for the detailed VNF descriptions provided in
later sections.

3.1 Realizing a decentralized, trusted, lock-in free “Plug & Play
vision”
NRG-5 use case 1 builds on a Smart Grid paradigm, where energy generation is decentralized, and
where end-customers (prosumers) can play an active role in energy consumption, generation and
(potentially mobile) energy storage. In this environment the number of smart metering devices is
expected to rapidly grow, and these devices will need to support increasingly more flexible and
complex services, which have extensive requirements for real-time measurements and service
discovery, infrastructure automation and AAA. For security, cost and operational reasons,
implementing smart features at full scale in smart meters however is impractical, and an alternative
approach is required. Also, in the Smart Grid paradigm, prosumer services need to be flexible, lockin free and trusted. The currently used smart meter authentication solutions and the associated use
of centralized key management repositories creates an informal customer lock-in, which needs to
be addressed by an alternative approach.
The challenge for NRG-5 explored by use case 1 is to provide a framework that allows for easy, realtime, automated (smart meter) device identification, without a central authentication authority and for
automatically achieving network auto-configuration and auto-organization. It seeks to achieve unified
authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) functionality and support secure communications
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along with traceable operation. As such it will support the Smart Grid paradigm, avoiding utilities’
and telecoms companies’ lock-in policies.
To meet this challenge NRG-5 is researching and developing a ‘plug & play vision’ where metering
devices are supported by (the low layer) VNFs in the 5G base station’s xMEC [6, pp. 39, 50], which
facilitate a distributed scalable and trusted plug and play functionality of hardware constrained
devices (such as smart meters).

3.2 Low Layers VNFs scenario illustration
The low layer VNFs described in this deliverable can be utilised to provide services for the 5G energy
domain. Their use is illustrated in a simple scenario that fits within NRG-5 Use Case 1. It illustrates
the role of the individual VNFs, and how the VNFs work together to provide services.

3.2.1 Scenario 1: Installing a new smart meter
As a basic scenario, consider a situation where a new tenant is moving into a large multi-storey
building. They wish to become an electricity prosumer, and have installed a PV system that can
regularly generate small amounts of electricity. They do also use some of the energy generated, but
are happy to pass on any surplus energy to the grid in return for a bit of extra cash. The NRG-5
application considers that the prosumer should not need to sign up with any electricity provider but
just be equipped with an authorized electricity smart meter, which will keep track of their electricity
generation, storage or consumption at near real-time via 5G connectivity and NRG-5 services. The
prosumer installs the required smart meter in the basement of the building block, without direct
coverage of the 5G network. They now expect that the smart meter device will be automatically
registered and auto-configured to provide the service.
Figure 5 illustrates the scenario. The new smart meter (P4) is installed in the basement,
underground, outside the reach of any 5G base station. It has not yet been registered with the NRG5 system.
To connect to the 5G network (and access the features provided by NRG-5) the new equipment will
need to rely on other NRG-5 compliant devices to act as relays to the 5G network. P1, P2, P3 and
P5 are NRG-5 compliant devices fixed in the building, possibly owned by other prosumers. These
devices are already registered with the NRG-5 system. They know how to access the NRG-5
services and have been supplied by the NRG-5 system with information about the shortest path from
each device for communicating with the nearest 5G base station (paths are visualised by green
arrows). These devices are available to relay any messages received from other devices. The
closest 5G base station to the building is shown in Figure 5 – it features an xMEC with the vTSD,
vMME, vSON, vAAA, vMCM and vBCP VNFs. Note that P2 and P3 are also in the basement of the
building and they too are outside the reach of a 5G base station. P1 and P5 are on higher floors and
they benefit from direct 5G access to the base station.
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vMME
vSON
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vMCM
vBCP

P3

P4
P2

Figure 5: Basic NRG-5 scenario 1: smart self organizing meters mesh network.

For the new smart meter (P4) to connect to the 5G network and gain access to the NRG-5 services,
it will first need to register itself, following the procedure:
1. As soon as P4 is switched on, it will broadcast a request message (beacon) indicating that it
wants to register with the NRG-5 system.
2. Existing nearby registered nodes will receive the beacon. If they are already registered by
the NRG-5 system, they will reply and acknowledge P4 of the possibility to connect through
them. In this scenario P3 and P2 receive the beacon. Then, just P3 will reply to P4 as
following a selected criterion, such as the wireless signal strength (e.g. RSSI), the energy
efficiency and trust (such as ETX and ETT).
3. P4 establishes a link to P3, which in return acts as a relay and forwards P4 registration
request.
4. P3 installs the required forwarding rules to match P4’s connections and advertise the new
device to the vTSD in the closest xMEC for validation (relayed by P1).
5. The vTSD, situated in the xMEC in the base station, receives the registration request.
6. vTSD authenticates the beacon with the help of vAAA which, in turn, leverages vBCP
functionality.
7. Once vTSD has validated the identity of P4, it will register the newly discovered smart meter
with the vMME and notify vSON.
The next step in the registration process consists of the creation of a digital twin and an entry in a
NRG-5 data hub for P4, for storage of current and historical data about the new smart meter:
8. vMME notifies the vMCM so it is made aware of the new smart meter (P4)
9. vMCM creates a virtual twin for the new smart meter. This twin sits in the xMEC. The twin is
used to represent the latest status of the smart meter including the most recent meter
readings.
10. vMCM creates an entry in the NRG-5 data hub in the cloud representing the smart meter.
This is used for long term storage of historical data from the smart meter.
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Next, the new smart meter P4 is notified of the successful registration, and it is supplied with details
for subsequent communication with the NRG-5 system, while routing table information held by the
NRG-5 system is updated:
11. A message will go back to the smart meter (P4) confirming registration has been successful.
12. vSON connects with P4 to establish details about the links between P4 and nearby registered
devices. Note that vSON requests periodic updates from known devices about the state of
any links. It uses this information to keep an informed up to date topology of the network and
to run routing algorithms to calculate shortest paths and manage the connection in the adhoc network of devices.
13. vSON will update its routing table, and push the forwarding rules into the registered devices.
14. P4 is now registered and ready to use the NRG-5 services.
15. Any subsequent messages send by the smart meter P4 to the xMEC are checked for integrity
and validity by the vAAA authentication and authorization functions. They are then registered
with vBCP’s blockchain infrastructure for lock-in free billing purposes, after which they are
forwarded to the vMCM for storage in the digital twin or the data hub.
P4 is now integrated in the NRG-5 system. The prosumer can be confident that the new meter is
now able to log any electricity generated and consumed with the NRG-5 system.
It should be underlined that the above smart energy/smart meter scenario is just one example
illustrating the use of vSON and vTSD. These two NRG-5 low-level VNFs for self-* (i.e. selfregistration, self-organization, authorization, etc.) are designed to extend the 5G service connectivity
to any IoT device in situations where e.g. the 5G network does not provide sufficient coverage or is
still under-deployed. NRG-5 low-level VNFs support IoT device connectivity for:
•
•
•

Underpopulated sub-urban areas, where deploying 5G nodes will not be economically viable
in the next few years,
Locations where the terrain shape does not easily allow direct communication between IoT
devices and the 5G access network, and
Other locations where deploying full 5G networks may not be economically viable (e.g.
connected underground mines [16] ).

3.2.2 Scenario 2: An electric vehicle on the move – a family outing
Notice how the basic scenario described above includes only static devices that are connected to
one specific 5G base station. Now let’s consider a more advanced case involving mobile devices
which can move to areas covered by other (or no) 5G base stations. This is illustrated in the second
basic scenario below. It is shown how the lower layer VNFs work together to support the 5G energy
domain services for mobile devices too.
Consider a scenario where a new electric vehicle is delivered to its delighted new owner. The vehicle
is dropped off at their apartment and switched on ready for its first journey. The proud owner plugs
their new car into the charger and the vehicle registers itself with the local 5G base station. The
owner makes sure the car is set up to register for the NRG5 energy services – it picks a service
where the car keeps the NRG5 system up to date of its battery levels and the owner will receive
information about suitable car charging opportunities while on the go. Once fully charged, the new
owner decides to take their family for a test drive with their shiny new green car. They are soon seen
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leaving the local town and heading through the remote countryside to a larger city some distance
away.
In the picture below, at position (1) the new vehicle has just arrived and is charging and registering
with the local base station. At point (2) the car is on the move through a remote area where there is
no 5G base station nearby, and there is no 5G access. The family is super excited. Some 75 minutes
later, at position (3), the car has entered the destination city. Much to the delight of the two teenagers
in the back of the car there is 5G coverage again, provided from one local base station. The car
connects to the base station. Very soon, at position (4) the car finds itself within reach one further
separate base station. It will now need to decide whether to change its allegiance to the newly
discovered base station. Not much later, at point (5) the car is no longer within reach of the first base
station of this city, and finds only coverage from one base station here. The family is getting tired,
and happily the car owner receives a notification from the NRG5 energy service indicating that there
is an opportunity here to top up the battery charge, providing details of a convenient local charging
point offering a special energy pricing deal at this time. The owner decides to use the facility to
charge their vehicle, while using grabbing the chance to enjoy coffee and cakes with the family.

1

2

3

5

4

Figure 6: Basic NRG-5 scenario 2: a family outing

Note how throughout the journey the car is in fact the mobile device that will need to communicate
with the 5G base stations to access the NRG5 services.
At each base station there will be an xMEC that features vTSD, vMME, vSON, vAAA, vMCM and
vBCP instances. Some of these are involved in provisioning the NRG5 service.
This is what happens at each of the points 1 to 5:
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1. The car registers for the first time with the NRG5 system:
a. As soon as it is switched on, the car registers with the NRG5 energy service. If the
car is within direct reach of a 5G base station vSON and vTSD are not involved in this
process. Otherwise they are.
b. vAAA is involved in identity validation requests.
c. vMME registers the car.
d. vMCM is contacted by vAAA following registration with vMME. This is the same as
the previous scenario. A digital twin of the car is created and held in the xMEC.
2. The car goes out of range:
a. The car will try to register to a close-by 5G base station via beaconing, as per scenario
1 above. If successful, the vTSD at the base station receives the request and in turn
provides details of the registration request to the local vMME and vSON (if already
registered via cellular in the same vMME, vMME will know, but no coordination has
been defined so far). One possible scenario could be that when the right DPTR is
deployed, it informs vMME about the IP address of the car that has registered through
vTSD. So vMME can manage the re-routing of the traffic. The beaconing process is
explained in 5.1.9.
b. vMME will provide the car owner with details that they are heading out of NRG-5
reach just before doing so
c. The digital twin created in step 1 remains available for querying at the first base station
(where it was created) even though the real device is not available. The twin will
provide data relevant up to the moment the car leaves the base station’s reach.
3. The car comes in range of a new base station:
a. vAAA and vBCP at the new base station can be used for identity validation
b. vMME will be active at the new base station, the car will register with the new base
station involving vSON.
c. vMCM will ensure that there is an up to date digital twin – either by creating a new
digital twin at the local base station, or if inter-xMEC connectivity is available it will do
so by updating the original digital twin.
4. The car comes in range of a new base station – and is still in range of the second base
station:
a. vAAA and vBCP at the new base station can be used for identify validation.
b. The car may register with the new base station, or remain in touch with the previous
one. If it seeks new contact it will need to register with the new vSON. vMME will also
be involved.
c. The vMCM may migrate the digital twin if vMME of new base station changes and
requirements demand it.
5. The car goes out of range of the second base station – and is now only in range of the third
base station:
a. vAAA and vBCP at the new base station can be used for identify validation.
b. If the car has not registered with the new base station in step 4, then it must now
register with this base station as it is no longer in reach of the one that it was
registered with. It will need to register with the vSON at the new base station. vMME
at this base station will also be involved.
c. The vMCM may migrate the digital twin if vMME of new base station changes and
requirements demand it.
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4 NRG-5 device handling VNFs
The six low-level NRG-5 VNFs, also referred to as the general core VNFs in the NRG-5 project,
provide the virtual functions required to discover devices and services in a network, and to allow for
self-organization and self-optimization of the communication and routing services between devices
that have limited network access. They also provide the virtual functions required to recognize and
authorize devices (user equipment) and allow for establishing secure connections for data exchange
in support of required services.
This section provides a more detailed description of the NRG-5 device handling VNFs that are part
of the NRG-5 core VNFs, namely vTSD, vSON and vMCM. It is shown how they interact, and how
they work with the remaining three NRG-5 general core VNFs (vMME, vBCP and vAAA), which are
described in the next section.

4.1 Network Self Operation (NSO): vTSD and vSON
For user equipment (UE), including static and mobile devices, to access NRG-5 energy services
they need to link to a 5G network. Where UEs are outside of the reach of a 5G network, whether
permanently or temporarily, they may be able to access the NRG-5 services through a network of
other NRG-5 enabled devices or nodes. In this case the supporting nodes (UEs) are organised in a
mesh network by the NRG-5 ‘Network Self Operation’ VNFs vTSD and vSON. The subsections
below provide an overview of the architecture in which vTSD and vSON operate to provide network
self operation, followed by detailed descriptions of the vTSD and vSON VNF components that reside
in the xMEC, and the associated VNF software residing in the UE (devices).

4.1.1 NSO architecture overview
The Network Self Operation VNFs vTSD and vSON are responsible for managing the UEs when
organized in a mesh network. This is the case of Wireless Sensor Networks or, more generally, when
a UE has no direct point to point link to a base station and need to depend on other UEs to relay its
communications. In this scenario, the participants to the mesh (the nodes) need to organize
themselves to ensure all the nodes are able to effectively and efficiently communicate with each
other and with the internet (and the NRG-5 service). The aim in NRG-5 is to provide a device agnostic
method to allow an automatic network configuration in a plug and play fashion.
NRG-5 uses a Software Defined Wireless Sensor Network (SDWSN) approach [17] for automatic
mesh network configuration, providing key benefits for:
•

•

•

Scalability: Due to the complexity and inefficiency of routing protocols, today’s WSN are
limited to hundreds of nodes. This is not aligned with the massive IoT deployment expected
in 5G where the number of devices is expected in the order of thousands per square meters
[18]. SDWSN is expected to address this.
Interoperability: The IoT world is populated by a wide range of device manufacturers and
standards, and hence a lot of different technologies and protocols. One of the missions of 5G
is to find a solution to integrate the state of the art technologies and realize a common
framework which enables the coexistence of different vendors and standards.
Management and Self-organization: An expected feature of the future 5G network is the
self-organization capability, namely, the ability to auto-configure, to detect issues, needs, and
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•

failures and automatically react to maintain the stability of the network. This becomes hard if
not impossible when trying to adopt distributed algorithm with a large number of nodes.
Mobility: To ensure a continuous service, device mobility has to be taken into account. So,
the network needs to handle the handover between access points, maybe between different
RATs, and this needs to be done by a centralized entity.

Key to Software Defined Networking (SDN) is the fact that the control plane is decoupled from the
data plane and placed in a centralized controller that manages the network. The immediate
advantages this are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easier network performance monitoring;
Possibility to easily implement more efficient centralized routing algorithms;
Dynamic and responsive management of the network;
A faster forwarding operation performed by the network nodes;
Energy saving in devices as they no longer need to run complex routing algorithms;
The simplicity of the nodes which perform forwarding operations based on tables managed
by the controller.

The NRG-5 network self organisation architecture is shown in the figure below. Its key elements are
based on SDWSN concepts and described below.

Figure 7: Network Self Operation: architecture overview

Base Station. The description of vTSD and vSON below builds on the definition of a ‘5G Base
Station’ to be a device which has the following characteristics:
•
•
•

It shares the same PHY and MAC layers with the UEs that it has to serve;
It has a unique ID;
It may be equipped with general-purpose hardware and software able to synchronize with
the Network Operator and be an xMEC node. This means that the low-layer VNFs could be
deployed close to the UEs they serve.
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•

It hosts a Base Station Packet Classifier (BSPC) to recognize packet types and to redirect
control plane and data plane packets to the relative handler (vTSD, vSON or DP TR);

The “empty" base station (meaning with no further VMs installed) essentially acts as a proxy which
encapsulates the messages coming from devices into IP packets and forwards them to the proper
handler and vice-versa.
virtual Terminal Self Discovery (vTSD) is the controller that handles the UE beacons and
coordinates the registration process in the WSN. It also provides for the request of the deployment
of new DPTR (see below) when a new device with unhandled protocol shows up. vTSD resides in
the closest xMEC and communicates via TCP/IP with the Base Station and the other VNFs. More
details will be discussed in 4.1.4.
virtual Self Organizing Network (vSON) is the virtual function responsible for collecting topology
information and running the centralized routing algorithms. With the topology database, vSON can
compute the forwarding table for each connected UE and push the updates when needed. vTSD
resides in the closest xMEC and communicates via TCP/IP with the Base Station and the other
VNFs. In particular, it exposes a RESTful interface to the other VNFs and to the Application plane.
More details will be given in 4.1.7.
Data Plane TranslatoR (DPTR) is a data plane VNF, which represents the WSN gateway
responsible for exposing the wireless sensor nodes to the outside internet. It translates data plane
traffic and addresses back and forth between the internal WSN and the outside network, e.g. IPv4/v6
internet. It virtualizes and substitutes the proprietary hardware specific WSN gateway installed on
site. Thus, every manufacturer who uses a proprietary protocol within the WSN (for layers above 2),
shall develop a specific DPTR. Sensor Nodes manufactures shall register their protocols to the
Network Operator and provide the relatives deployable DPTR virtual machine images.
Each DPTR owns an Access Control List (ACL) which white-lists the devices that are allowed to
exchange traffic. vTSD is responsible for keeping this list up to date according to the devices that
are being successfully registered.
The DPTR has two network interfaces: one for control messages used by vTSD, and one for data
messages, which will be used in the communication with the BSPC.
Base Station Packet Classifier (BSPC) is a software or hardware module installed in the base
station. It is responsible for forwarding packets from WSN to the appropriate VNFs. BPSC forwards
registration beacons to vTSD, topology information reporting packets to vSON and data plane
packets to the corresponding DP TR. The table entries to DPTRs is installed by vTSD. If the packet
type doesn’t match any rule, it will be forwarded to vTSD wich will then inform BSPC of the correct
DPTR and, if not present, ask the orchestrator for its deployment.
User Equipment/WSN Device communicates with the Base Station and other WSN devices. It
implements the NSO Layer which supports:
•
•
•

Device advertisement: uses Layer 2 Beacons to advertise its presence in the neighborhood
and to request the registration to vTSD in the xMEC.
Topology report: sends heartbeats and link quality information to the vSON
Forwarding: according to the forwarding table’s rules, it forwards the messages to the next
hop.
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4.1.2 NSO Software Layer
The NSO architecture relies on the support of an additional software layer in the protocol stack. In
particular, it requires a handler to support:
1. Communication with the controllers (vTSD and vSON) and with the Data Plane Translators in
the xMEC.
2. Inclusion of additional packet header to provide addressing, and to discriminate control plane
packets (discovery beacons, topology report, network management, etc...) from data plane
packets (i.e. packets that arrive from higher layers).
3. Management of forwarding tables (based on devices ID/MAC addresses) to be kept up to date
by vSON to perform routing among the UEs mesh and the outside network.
We hereby introduce the Self-Operation Layer (NSO) positioned right above the Data-Link Layer
(Layer 2). It is designed to extend the Layer 2 giving access to the device plug and play capabilities
in an SDWSN paradigm while being compatible with the upper layers of the protocol stack. It is
positioned as a Layer 2.5 in the protocol stack, shown in the figure below.

Figure 8: NSO Layer Structure

The Network Self Operation Layer is a lightweight network layer. It provides data communication
interfaces to the upper layer and it implements the core functions related to ad-hoc networks, such
as device discovery, device registration, device authentication, and centralized routing.
It relies on different modules, each one performing specific tasks:
•

•
•
•
•

AAA is the client module installed in the UE which provides Authentication Authorization and
Accounting for NRG-5 services. It cooperates with TSD during the device registration
procedure to authenticate the device. In particular, it is responsible for signing the packet in
the process of generation of the device registration beacon.
TSD is the software module to coordinate the UE advertisement and registration with the
vTSD. It collaborates with AAA to provide the packet with the device credentials signature.
SON is the software module designated to collect local topology information from UE, report
it to vSON and keep the forwarding table up to date according to vSON messages
Packet Forwarding Module (PF) is responsible for forwarding every unicast packet to the
next hop according to the rules in the forwarding tables.
Network Interface Controller Operations (NICOp): for each radio interface, a dedicated
module is required to ensure the support for different MAC headers, in particular for different
Layer 2 addressing types.
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•

Upper Layer Interface provide facilities that upper layer software can use to send and
receive data and retrieve the network interface information.

The following subsections describe the NSO components and their partner modules in the xMEC.

4.1.3 TSD (UE)
TSD is the NSO module which supports device advertisement and registration. Beacons are sent
over one of the available interfaces. TSD is radio interface agnostic thanks to the NICOp set.
Registration beacons are generated and signed by an AAA client. Then the message is broadcasted
in the neighborhood, and they will eventually reach vTSD in the closest xMEC by being forwarded
by neighboring devices (Base station or UEs).
TSD waits for the response from vTSD and, in case of a successful registration, TSD triggers the
SON module to start reporting topology information to the vSON (e.g. neighbor list, link quality
metrics, device status, etc.). If no successful replies are received within a timeout, the UE restarts
the registration procedure.

4.1.4 vTSD (xMEC)
vTSD is the VNF residing in the xMEC that is responsible for NRG-5 Device Discovery, Device
Registration and Data Plane Translator Deployment:
Device Discovery: vTSD acts as a controller collecting device registration request beacons
that reach the xMEC. These beacons originate from new devices that seek to register to the
NRG-5 services. They are broadcasted by the new device, and received directly by the Base
Station, or transmitted through relays by one or more other UEs before reaching the Base
Station (as illustrated in basic scenario 1). Registration beacons received by the base station
are redirected to vTSD instance.
Device Registration: advertises the presence of a new device to vMME which is responsible
for listing all the devices that are served by the 5G cell at any time. vMME authenticate the
device with vAAA and registers it to its catalog. vTSD will also inform vSON of a new entry in
the UEs mesh, so that it can allocate the resources in the topology database.
Data Plane Translator Deployment: vTSD is also responsible for handling unknown data
plane packets received by the Base Station Packet Classifier. When a packet marked with a
protocol number that the BSPC doesn’t know, the Base Station will forward it to vTSD. vTSD
then looks for the right DPTR in the network catalogue and, if it is not already present, it will
ask the orchestrator to deploy an instance. vTSD is responsible for asking the deployment of
the right translator and then inform the BPSC of its location.
The vTSD VNF residing in the xMEC interacts with vMME, vSON and BSPC as follows:
vMME interaction: vTSD interfaces with vMME to register the new discovered device. vTSD
will push a registration request (see 7.5.2.1) to vMME to add the UE to the catalogue. It
communicates the ID, the geographical position (if present) and it coordinates with DPTR in
case of the presence of an IP address.
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vSON interaction: vTSD informs vSON when a new device is registered. This tells vSON to
add the advertised UE to the database and to expect the periodic topology report. The data
of the message is codified in JSON and it contains the device unique ID.
BSPC interaction: vTSD communicates with BSPC via TCP/IP. Thus, the messages coming
from the UEs forwarded by BSPC are encapsulated in an IP packet. The interaction between
BSPC and vTSD occurs in the registration procedure and when BSPC finds an unhandled
data plane protocol: no matching rules for that protocol in its forwarding table, it asks vTSD
for the relative DPTR location. All the communication between vTSD and other actors take
place using TCP/IP protocols.

4.1.5 PF (NSO Layer)
The Packet Forwarding module is responsible for the communication that happens through the NSO
layer. It keeps two forwarding tables where it stores its forwarding rules. The matching criterion for
the rules is the destination device ID, and the next hop is identified by the neighbour’s device ID and
the interface on which that neighbour can be reached. The two tables are:
•

•

The SON forwarding table, which contains the instructions given by vSON with the Route
Update message. This table has the highest priority and has a default rule to the second
table, the ‘local forwarding table’.
The local forwarding table, which is the default table used by the UE for keeping routing
information during a registration procedure, including details of:
o the Base Station next hop (which would be either the base station itself or, if no direct
base station access is available, details of the UE that replies to the registration
beacon and relays the communication).
o the route to a new device that asks for registration.

Initially all UEs have nearly-empty tables which include only:
•
•

a default rule in SON forwarding table to jump to the local table,
a default rule in the local forwarding table to drop the packet.

These initial default rules prevent unregistered devices to re-broadcast beacons from other UEs.
Once a UE is connected and registered, it can receive new rules from vSON. The local table will
still be used while relaying the connection for a UE in its registration process. In particular, this
table is necessary to ensure the downlink channel to the new UE that is not yet be controlled by
vSON.

4.1.6 SON (UE)
The SON module in the NSO Layer provides UEs that are registered with the NRG-5 service with
facilities to:
•

•
•
•

Exchange messages with the vSON controller in the closest xMEC including:
o Sending topology reports;
o Receiving route updates
Maintain a neighbour list by sniffing the control messages sent in its radio range;
Collect channel quality metrics;
Collect UE statistics like power consumption, remaining battery, etc.;
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•
•

Update the forwarding tables according to vSON directions;
Manage networking settings at multiple levels such as;
o Power up or down the interfaces;
o Set the transmission power (if the card supports it);
o Edit routing and forwarding tables according to vSON instructions.

Key actions of the SON module are the periodical provisioning of topology reports to vSON, and
providing UEs with shortest paths routing updates:
Topology reports
SON periodically reports known neighborhood information to vSON (including list of registered
devices and link quality metrics). This periodic messaging becomes a heartbeat that keeps the
neighbours and vSON aware of the presence of the UE. The interval between who reports is set to
be less than the NTRT. Since the neighborhood can be large, to minimize the data transmitted at
each time, the topology report is submitted in the form of a “change-list” showing only updates to the
previous state. The following change classes are used:
•
•
•

add neighbour: indicating a new UE is detected in the neighbourhood;
delete neighbour: indicating when a neighbour disappears from the radio range;
update statistics: indicating any change occurring in the statistics (link quality, UE status,
etc.)

Force shortest path to another UE
As will be further explained in section 4.1.7, the UE forwarding rules are computed based on the
shortest path to and from the closest xMEC, so to and from the associated Base Station. This doesn’t
ensure that the direct communication between two devices, happens on the shortest path between
them. Thus, the NSO layer provides an option in the send function for requesting the actual shortest
path between the two devices. SON module is responsible for handling the communication with
vSON and update the Forwarding tables before sending the data to the destination UE.

4.1.7 vSON (xMEC)
vSON is the VNF residing in the xMEC that offers network topology determination and routing
services to UEs which communicate in mesh networks. vSON gathers metrics about the quality of
the links between neighbouring UE and stores details in a database. vSON is responsible for inferring
the devices’ topology and extracting optimal routing paths, based on specific metrics such as the link
quality, latency, and reliability, or to enforce specific policies. vSON dynamically computes the best
network configuration taking into account the changes in the nodes and links status.
As part of its activities vSON will (1) instruct devices on how frequently to push data to the edge
cloud, (2) manage the network interfaces, configuring the network cards to instantiate or turn down
links between UEs, (3) push routing and forwarding rules modification to the UE, and (4) coordinate
UE mobility with vMME.
In short, vSON supports:
•

Device Monitoring: vSON collects the periodic report messages from the UEs and stores these
in a database. vSON expects these periodic reports to arrive within the NTUT timeout. If for any
reason a UE stops the reporting activity, the vSON detects this and triggers the deregistration
procedure.
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•

Topology Determination vSON is responsible for keeping a map of the UE network at any time.
Based on the information stored in the from registered devices database, vSON constructs and
keeps up-to-date a weighted graph representing the network topology.

•

Routing Services vSON runs optimization algorithms to establish the most effective routing
paths. In the process, it combines explicit policy rules and other constraints, such as expected
transmission count (ETX) and Expected Transmission Time (ETT). vSON also pushes the
forwarding rules into the UE (in the form of Route Update messages) to enforce the use of
computed paths.

•

Device Mobility Management: vSON is responsible for supporting device mobility, meaning
that it coordinates the device handoff between access points (between Base Stations or relaying
devices). Hence, it keeps vMME informed about the location of the devices. It coordinates with
the DPTR to advertise the single device location to the network (address, protocol, capabilities).

4.1.7.1 vSON VNF interoperability
The vSON VNF works closely with vMME to access and update its device and services catalogue.
vSON actively detects changes in the network topology, and updates information about the
reachability of UEs in the vMME catalogue. The coordination between these two VNFs is crucial to
support mobility features.
4.1.7.2 Network Topology Updates Period.
The Network Topology Updates Period (NTUP) is a variable associated with each registered UE,
and it defines the frequency at which the UE sends the topology reports to vSON. NTUP therefore
directly aspects the reaction speed to network events (changes in node status, link quality, etc.) as
well as the magnitude of the control plane traffic and the network energy consumption. For this
reason, vSON provides the possibility to change the value of NTUP at any time to meet the needs
of the specific application (energy efficiency, device mobility, device speed). The NTUP value is
accessible to the northbound application layer through the REST interface and the update is
propagated by vSON in the Route Update message.
4.1.7.3 vSON routing algorithm
vSON stores the topology updates in a catalogue and it uses these to construct a representative
weighted graph. As vSON has full knowledge about topology, nodes and links status, it can calculate
the routing paths with the following algorithm, which is based on Djikstra’s algorithm [19] executed
on a weighted graph. The weights of the graph may be defined according to the desired policy.
Construction of a weighted directed graph
Firstly, vSON constructs a double connected weighted directed graph. In this graph, the weight of
each link is given by a formula depending on the criteria of a selected policy. Possible parameters
for use in assigning the weights to links are shown in the table below. The weight (or cost) of a link
is computed as a weighted combination of these parameters, according to the selected policy
(reflecting for example where a policy may e.g. give more importance to energy saving rather than
the transmission time).
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Table 2: Possible factors for vSON link weight computation.
Proportionality
(w.r.t. weight)

Description

inverse

Available energy at the starting point of
the link (battery level). If the UE has
fixed power supply, this value is
accounted as +∞

outgoing

direct

Sum of the estimated energy to take
care of the transmission of the UE and
the relayed UEs that rely on the node.

Available
Bandwidth

all

inverse

Tr

Traffic relayed
by a node

incoming

direct

Q

Channel Quality

all

inverse

ETT

Expected
Transmission
Time

all

inverse

Symbol

Name

Ei

Internal Node
Energy

Et

Required
Transmission
Energy for a
node

B

Affected
Links
incoming

Bandwidth available on the channel.
Computed starting from network
adapters metrics.
Index of the amount of data required by
the connection of the UE and relayed
UEs.
It considers the number of
retransmissions on that link. It
represents an index of the reliability of
the channel.
Useful to compute paths when the main
criteria is the minimum transmission
time. It can be gathered from network
card specifications and metrics.

Establishing optimum routes in the weighted graph
To establish optimum routes, besides using these policy rules, the algorithm needs to ensure that it
avoids overloading relay UEs by assigning too many path passing through a single node. To ensure
a fair load balancing in the network, the process is done in multiple steps. At each cycle, only some
paths are validated, and the weights of links are updated accordingly. In this manner, the algorithm
can consider the new load distribution.
vSON uses the following method to determine the best path from each device to the target UE:
1. Based on the weighted graph computed before, vSON executes Dijkstra’s algorithm rooted at
the target UE to get all the shortest path from the rest of the network.
2. Next, it creates a subset of paths such that there are at most 𝑝 paths passing through the same
node.
3. It increases the number of devices that are served by each UE (meaning the number of shortest
paths passing through a specific UE). Then it updates the weight of the incoming links to the
nodes.
4. The process is repeated from step (1) until each UE is assigned a path to the target UE.
The time complexity of the algorithm described above is O((𝐼 ∙ 𝐷)), where 𝐼 is the number of
Iterations over the four steps and 𝐷 is the complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Using an efficient
implementation of Dijkstra, we can arrive to = 𝑀 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁 , where M is the number of edges and M
the number of nodes. In the worst case 𝐼 can be

𝑁
𝑝

− 1 if at each time we keep just 𝑝 paths in the
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entire graph. This occurs for example when there is a single device that is directly connected to the
target UE hence, all the paths include it.
To get a full coverage of the network the process has to be repeated for each node. Thus, the final
complexity of the algorithm can be expressed as:
𝑁2
𝑂 ( ∙ 𝑀 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁)
𝑝

4.1.7.4 vSON Selective Route Advertisement
Mesh networks can be very large, and consequently the number of forwarding rules to be stored in
a single device in the mesh would be equally large, as the above suggests each UE has one rule
per each other UE in the network. Since we may deal with a large number of low-power devices, we
want to limit the control plane traffic and avoid unnecessary overload of the network and nodes.
Hence, we adopt a simple strategy of ‘selective route advertisement’ to reduce the enforced path
while still guaranteeing full connectivity.

Figure 9: NSO Best Path Problem

We consider that most of the network nodes that we are dealing with are simple sensors which need
to report data to the gateway and that have limited interaction with other devices. vSON pushes to
these UE only the rules referring to the shortest path from and to the closest xMEC. In this way, the
enforced paths are arranged on a spanning tree rooted at the xMEC location, shown in the figure
above. It follows that if a UE needs to send data to another UE, the rule in the forwarding table may
not refer to the actual shortest path. Note that a UE knows the shortest path to another device only
if there is a specific rule for that device in the forwarding table. In the spanning tree model this means
that the destination UE must reside on the same branch of the spanning tree or in a subordinate
branch.
Some applications may require using the actual shortest path to deliver a data packet. Hence, as
explained before in the paragraph 4.1.6 about the SON module, the NSO layer exposes to the Upper
layer the possibility to force the enforcement of the shortest path before delivering the message. A
shortest path request is then sent to vSON which will install the required rules in the nodes involved
in the new path. In order to avoid filling the UE’s tables, these special rules are temporary, hence
they’re subject to expire after a predefined timeout set by vSON.
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4.1.7.5 vSON UE Mobility support
vSON supports both static and mobile UEs. When UEs move around, the topology of the mesh
network to which they belong changes. When vSON detects UE mobility, it will seek to update the
routing tables where required and notify affected UEs.
There are two main types of UE mobility.
•
•

intra xMEC: where an UE moves within the ad-hoc network but remains associated with the
same xMEC.
inter xMEC: where an UE, while moving, enters in a mesh network of other devices managed
by another xMEC node, and its management may be passed on to another instance of vSON.

The anchor point for the mobility is always the vSON in charge of the UE. Intra xMEC mobility is
supported by vSON performing route optimization. NTUP and link cost criteria are the variables that
can be tuned to detect the reaction of the network to the UE mobility. Less trivial is inter-xMEC
mobility. In this case, the handover between anchor points must happen in coordination between the
two vSON instances. Firstly, the current vSON needs to understand that the UE is moving to the
area covered by another vSON instance. Therefore, we propose to give each vSON instance an
Identifier, stored in a central cloud location and communicated to the UE in the Registration process.
Then add a field in the vSON periodic report (then in the IR table), to indicate the Identifier of the
vSON which manages the UE. In this manner, every device can know if its neighbours belong to the
same xMEC node or not. vSON collects this information and, when it detects the necessity of an
inter-xMEC handover, it will trigger a specific procedure: it retrieves the new vSON location from a
central database, it registers the UE in the new xMEC and it triggers the de-registration process in
the current one.

4.1.8 NSO Packet transmission
This section describes the steps and the actors involved in a packet transmission between two points
in the network. The focus is on how a packet is forwarded by the devices from source to destination
and how a packet is modified by middle network functions. The discussion is done separately for
control and data plane packets since they are treated differently by the NSO layer.
4.1.8.1 Control Plane Packet
Control plane packets are processed up to NSO layer. No information is delivered to the upper layers.
Both processing and forwarding is performed by NSO layer.
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Figure 10: NSO Packet forwarding

The typical workflow to successfully send a packet from a UE to vTSD or vSON in the closest xMEC
is shown in the figure above, explained as follows:
1. NSO Packet generation: The terminal node UE prepares the payload and adds an NSO header
to generate an NSO packet.
2. Encapsulation in MAC frame: If the packet is a registration beacon, it adds a broadcast MAC
header. Otherwise, it performs a lookup in the forwarding table to get the next hop Device ID and
adds a MAC header based on the address stored in the IR table. Finally, it sends the packet out.
3. Packet Forwarding: Once a middle node receives a control plane packet (recognized by means
of the proto field in the NSO packet header), it extracts the source and destination information
from the NSO packet header.
3.1. The UE refreshes the IR table using the source MAC address to mark the sender as active
and refreshes the expiring timer. The purpose is explained in section 4.1.5 regarding the
aging process of the tables. If the source address doesn’t appear in the IR table, it means
that a new UE joined the neighbourhood.
3.2. Next the UE gets the next-hop information (address and interface) in the forwarding tables.
3.3. Finally, it replaces the MAC header according to IR table information and sends the packet
out.
4. Packet handling at the Base Station: Once the base station receives a control plane packet
from the WSN side, the BSPC is the element who processes it:
4.1. BSPC first extracts the NSO packet and it evaluates the proto field in the header. Then it
looks in its forwarding table for the location of the VNF in charge of the message.
4.2. Next, it encapsulates the NSO packet (without MAC header) into a tunnel packet and it
sends it through a TCP/IP connection to the destination VNF.
5. Process Arrives to destination: Once the destination VNF (vTSO or vSON) receives a
message from the base station, it extracts the NSO packet, it evaluates the type and the content,
and it processes it accordingly.
The reverse procedure is similar. Notice that the NSO messages in the VNF are processed at the
application layer, and the first link (between VNFs and the Base Station) always take place in the
form of a TCP/IP connection, actualizing tunneling for the NSO packet.
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4.1.8.2 Data Plane Packet
For data plane packets, the process is quite similar except from:
•
•
•

The data of the NSO packet comes from upper layer messages.
The step 3.1, where the tables are updated, is not performed to avoid excessive processing
load.
In the phase 4, BSPC will look for the right DPTR responsible for handling the data protocol
detected (indicate in the proto field of the NSO header).

Figure 11 below depicts an example of DPTR operation. Here it acts as a protocol translator (address
mapping) between WSN protocol and IP in order to send and receive data to and from hosts in the
internet.

Figure 11: Data Plane packet transmission

4.1.9 NSO procedures
This section describes a typical sequence of operations followed by a UE that joins the network.
4.1.9.1 Network Self Operation typical workflow
The steps of a successful connection procedure from the UE start-up to the interaction with internet
and the vSON management are as follows:
1. UE1 turns on and broadcast a registration beacon (layer 2) in its neighborhood.
2. Once the base station or another UE (previously connected and registered) hears the beacon:
a. It acknowledges the reception of the request;
b. It updates the local forwarding table;
c. It forwards it to vTSD.
3. The request is processed by vTSD which cooperates with:
a. vAAA to authenticate the UE verifying the credentials;
b. vMME registering the UE in the catalog;
c. vSON notifying the presence of a new device so that it adds it to the list of managed devices.
4. vTSD sends a registration success reply to the UE (and drops duplicated packets, if any).
5. The UE receives a successful registration reply then it reports its neighborhood to vSON.
6. vSON updates its topology information database, calculates new forwarding table for each device (e.g.
change default gw of UE1 from UE2 to UE3).
7. If changes are detected (e.g. found new best paths set), vSON pushes the relative forwarding rules to
every affected device.
8. The UE installs the rules into its forwarding table according to the vSON ROUTE_UPDATE.
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9. The UE can now communicate within the WSN and with the outside network.
10. When a data plane packet coming from the UE has the internet as the destination, the BSPC will
detect it and look up its forwarding table for the protocol type (written in the NSO header):
a. IF the protocol matches an entry, BSPC forwards the message to the correct DPTR.
b. IF no matching rule is found (the correspondent DPTR is not known), BSPC forwards the
packet to vTSD.
i. vTSD looks for the right handler in the DPTR images catalog and asks for its
deployment;
ii. Once the new instance of DPTR is ready, vTSD inform the BSPC of its location so
that the base station can update its forwarding table;
iii. vTSD sends the UE packet back to the Base Station so that it can reach the
destination.
11. The DPTR in charge of the packet performs the relative actions requested by the UE according to the
proprietary protocol.
12. UE1 timeout expires in vSON, trigger De-Registration
a. vSON notifies vMME and DPTR;
b. vSON deletes the database entry and recompute paths;
c. vSON sends ROUTE_UPDATE if needed;

Figure 12: Network Self Operation typical workflow
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4.1.10

NSO Packet format

4.1.10.1 General format
The proposed NSO layer, introduces a short header before sending the data through the layer 2.
The total length of the header is 20 Bytes and it provides (1) Device addressing, and (2) Packet type
discrimination (control packets, data packets and protocol type).

Figure 13: Packet Encapsulation in Layer 2.5, NSO

4.1.10.2 NRG-5 Layer header format
The NSO packet header is 20Bytes long, divided in five fields described in the figure and table below:

2 bits

ver

14 bits

len

56 bits

56 bits

16 Bits

src

dst

proto

Figure 14. NSO Packet header format.
Table 3: NSO Packet headers details.
Field Name

Length (bits)

Description

ver

2

Version of the protocol

len

14

Length (in bytes) of the NSO packet including the header.

src

56

Unique ID of the originating device (sender)

dst

56

Unique ID of the destination device

proto

2

Encapsulated Protocol. It is used to indicate the type of protocol carried
by the NSO packet. This allows the BSPC to forward the packet to the
correct handler (controller or DPTR)

The device address uses 7 Bytes, so it can suit more than 7 x 2 x 1016 devices.
The protocol number is divided into:
•

Control protocol packets: 0x0001 for TSD messages, 0x0002 for SON messages
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•

Data plane protocols: Standard protocols (like IPv4/v6, 6LoWPAN, ZigBee, etc…), and
Custom protocols (proprietary protocols previously registered by the manufacturers into the
network operator catalog).

4.1.11

Coexistence of Heterogeneous NICs

The NICOp modules provide for different network adapter handlers allowing the NSO layer to
become device agnostic, i.e. independent from the network hardware installed in the UE. This design
takes advantage of multiple interfaces at the same time, potentially heterogeneous ones.
The coexistence of heterogeneous NICs does in some cases cause a compatibility issue: different
technologies may define a different MAC frame then allowing different MTU (Maximum Transmission
Unit) that is the maximum MAC frame payload length (e.g. WIFI has a standard MTU of 1500Bytes
and 802.15.4 only 1270Bytes). This is a non-negligible issue when choosing the MTU size which
should be advertised to the upper layers, and also when a packet has to be forwarded through an
interface with a smaller MTU than the ingress one, thus the data will not fit the available payload of
the egress interface. To resolve the issue the NSO layer should provide for packet fragmentation
support when encountering an MTU incompatibility problem. The solution proposed is to follow the
principle of IP fragmentation, extending the frame header with fields in the header to identify the
fragments: a packet fragmented flag, a fragment set identifier and a fragment number.

4.2 vMCM: Virtualized Machine-Cloud-Machine
communications
4.2.1 The vMCM Virtual Network Function
In the Smart Energy domain, the number of connected devices will rapidly increase. These devices
will be either be providing data about the state of the energy network or providing a means to control
and manage it (or both). Multiple systems and applications will place demands on these devices,
requiring for example that the data provided is as up-to-date as possible, accurate and easily
accessible. Many of the devices will have constraints in terms of their processing power or energy
consumption and this, coupled with their sheer number, could result in a bottleneck for the systems
and applications that require access.
In NRG-5, a Machine-Cloud-Machine (MCM) approach has been adopted to complement the more
traditional Machine–to-Machine (M2M) approach where devices are more directly connected to other
devices or systems and applications. With MCM, a digital representation of the physical infrastructure
is provided in the cloud or at the xMEC, resulting in increased scalability and flexibility. The vMCM
will allow utility resources and assets, nodes and communication network resources to be modelled
as digital twins. These virtual representations will be hosted at the network edge (at the xMEC, in
the mobile base station) with further longer-term storage hosted in the cloud. Data from various
resources will be stored in near real-time in their edge virtual representations. Via decentralisation
and caching, vMCM will significantly reduce latency, while interested stakeholders will be able to
perform queries in the cloud instead of needing access to devices themselves, significantly
increasing scalability and reducing device energy consumption. In NRG-5 vMCM will be realised as
a VNF to achieve flexibility and adaptive deployment.
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Within NRG-5, the BT IoT Data Hub [20] is used to provide the cloud-based longer-term storage and
utilisation of energy data. The Data Hub is also used to create a device catalogue, recording the
location of each device’s digital twin (the xMEC on which the device currently resides). The Data
Hub provides a uniform way (via APIs) of accessing multiple heterogeneous data sets (from sensors
or other data sources) which might be realised as streams of data, events or supporting information
such as device locations. In short, vMCM supports:
•
•
•

•

Ingestion of data via a secure API which can incorporate a data adaptor allowing multiple
types of data to be included;
Harmonisation of data to a common data format;
Discovery of datasets via a machine-readable catalogue (conforming to the Hypercat
specification [21]) or via a browse-able catalogue based on the Comprehensive Knowledge
Archive Network (CKAN) [22] ;
Querying of data via a common API supported by a role-based access mechanism and
secured with API keys.

vMCM also supports the notion of virtual device twinning at the edge cloud. This will require data
ingestion and storage capability to be deployed and scaled in an agile manner at the edge of the
communication network such that it can support a large number of devices with low latency. It will
also be necessary for MCM to reflect the various features and functionality of the devices that it
represents so additional capability is required here beyond simple data representation e.g. support
for analytics, rules, alarms, etc. Finally, semantic representations of devices and data will be
provided to better support device discovery and more expressive querying of heterogeneous
devices. This will enable developers and applications to discover and query data using rules and
reasoning e.g. to return results for a particular class of device including all subclasses or to receive
results from devices that meet a certain criteria expressed in the form of an ontology.
Table 4: vMCM functionalities

Actor

Requirement /
Event

Action

Timeframe

Application

Application requires
access to latest
status of smart
meter or other user
equipment (UE)

Application queries vMCM in cloud for location
of device’s digital twin (vMCM at xMEC).
Application queries digital twin for latest status
of device.

On request

Application

Application requires
a set of historical
data from a smart
meter or other UE

Application queries vMCM in the cloud for the
required set of data.

On request

Application

Requires latest data
from UE itself

vMCM forwards query to UE, stores and
forwards response to application and to MCM
in the cloud (Data Hub)

On request

User
Equipment

UE registers with an
xMEC (via vAAA,
vMME, potentially
also via vTSD). UE

If vMCM has no digital twin registered for the
UE a new one is created on the xMEC and its
presence and active status is recorded by
MCM in cloud. If necessary a new data feed

Variable
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UE

moves between
cells or a new /
different cell
provides the best
coverage

for the UE is created on the MCM in the cloud.
If a digital twin already exists on another
xMEC, vMCM decides whether to migrate the
active digital twin to the new xMEC. The UE is
informed of address of its twin. Migration is
handled by vMME

UE has requirement
to send latest status

UE sends message to its digital twin

Periodically
depending
on device

4.2.1.1 Architecture
The figure below shows a simplified architecture for the MCM service (the role of other VNFs
described in this deliverable are not shown for reasons of simplicity). The vMCM VNF at the xMEC
provides the digital twin for UE that is served by that xMEC. It provides short-term, up-to-date data
for each registered device. MCM in the cloud is realised by the BT IoT Data Hub, the latter catering
for the provisioning of long-term, historical data for devices across all xMECs. Applications interact
with APIs for both components, depending on their data needs.

Data Hub

xMEC
UE

vMCM

Applications

5G BS

edge

cloud

Figure 15: MCM Service Architecture

4.2.2 MCM in the Cloud: The BT Data Hub
In NRG-5, MCM provides a facility to represent data and devices in the cloud. This facility acts as a
data broker, enabling the collection of data from multiple, heterogeneous sources and making this
available via a common API. In the context of NRG-5, it will allow applications to gain access to
recent and historical data associated with devices in the energy domain e.g. it might store daily
readings from a customer’s smart meter for the previous 3 months allowing a picture of daily usage
to be collected by an application for billing or for presenting to a customer. The BT IoT Data Hub is
being used to provide this facility to the project.
The Data Hub has been developed to support an information ecosystem of multiple players within
the context of an industry, a city or other locality or a community of interest. It enables information
from a wide range of sources to be brought onto a common platform and presented to applications
and / or developers in a consistent way. This approach potentially involves a wide variety of
stakeholders, with diverse communication needs, all of which need to be supported by the data and
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information services provided by the Data Hub. A portal provides a direct interface through which
developers / users can browse a catalogue and select and subscribe to feeds that they want to use.
An API enables access to feeds, secured by API keys, from browsers or within applications. A
relational, GIS capable, database enables data feeds to be filtered according to a wide range of
criteria. An edge adapter layer enables information coming onto the Data Hub to be converted to a
standard format for use inside the platform’s core. A machine-readable catalogue is provided which
conforms to the HyperCat specification. This allows applications to query the catalogue for datasets
that meet their criteria whilst also supporting interoperability at the catalogue level with other
platforms which also use HyperCat. The BT Data Hub provides a consistent approach to integration
between data exposed by sensors, systems and individuals via communication networks and the
applications that can use derived information to improve decision making in applications and control
systems.
General principles applied in the Data Hub include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

W3 standard based URIs, URNs, URLs for naming and addressing [23]
HTTP and HTTPS as baseline interaction protocols [24]
XML [25] as canonical representation of information; XML is used as the input format, XML
and JSON [26] output formats have been implemented for default information consumer
interfaces
REST [27] web services are used throughout for interaction with information resources
Locations are normalised to use WGS 84 (SRID 4326) [28] internally.
Timestamps are normalised to UTC [29] at ingress and represented as milliseconds
internally.

4.2.2.1 Data Hub Design
Recognising that the Data Hub will need to serve the needs of different users and their roles,
consistent terminology is used to differentiate the Data Hub’s potential users and focus on possible
user journeys that each group might have. They are separated into Data Providers (primary and
derived), Platform Operator, Application Developers, End Users and Specialist Processing
Providers. Each of these major roles may have different ways of interacting with the infrastructure –
typically in the form of differentiated portals, APIs or service interfaces.
Data Providers are able to easily publish data feeds and advertise availability of their data in some
form of catalogue that allows potential users to discover and use their data. They can control access
to their data and provide any guarantees they feel are appropriate on data availability and quality.
Derived Data Providers can use the catalogues to easily locate and use sources of data and
information processing elements to develop derived data feeds, and then advertise them to other
stakeholders (other Derived Data Providers, End Users, and Application Developers) and deliver
them in a reliable and guaranteed way using the messaging infrastructure.
The platform enables End Users and Application Developers to discover what data is available
based on their particular interests and requirements, be they geographical or topical both current
and historical.
Additionally, the role of the Platform Operator that has a need for a separate management portal
that facilitates management of the shared messaging and processing infrastructure, as well as
allowing the operator to publish its own range of generic processing elements is required. These can
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have a privileged relationship with platform components and therefore offer higher levels of
performance than externally provided processing elements.
There may be applications that require historical views of data not envisaged by the primary data
provider. As a value-added service, the Platform Operator may store records of data feeds. This
could be particularly relevant in the case of live feeds, allowing the Platform Operator to provide
time-series, history or summary sets of information to other stakeholders.
The current implementation based on the architectural principles outlined above are specialised for
the requirements of particular applications or communities. To accommodate heterogeneous data
sources in a more uniform way and to support a more diverse community of developers some
generalisation is required. These characteristics are also required to make the approach more
scalable and reusable in different situations.
The high-level design of the BT Data Hub is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: High Level Design of BT Data Hub

4.2.2.2 Data Formats
XML is used as a standard representation within the Data Hub. Internally, data is currently stored in
relational databases (although other approaches may be added as required), with separate schema
for measurement (sensor) and event feeds. These are structured in similar ways which are reflected
in the REST URLs used to access them as described in the previous section. Storing data on the
platform enables a much richer set of information for developers to develop applications needing
historical as well as current data.
There are three broad classes of information of relevance to the Data Hub:
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Measurements: values of parameters associated with the state of the physical world or some other
system at a particular time. The intent is to monitor the characteristics of the system of interest. A
typical example is the output of an air quality sensor at a particular location.
Events: Notification of some situation or state change in the physical world or some other system.
The intent is to convey a specific piece of information which may require a response. A typical
example is an alert of a road traffic collision at a particular location.
Contextual information: helps to add value and additional context to a measurement or event, e.g.
location of customer premises and energy network facilities such as substations, storage and
generation sites.
The top-level resource is the feed (for sensors, events and contextual information). This includes
general information about the feed (metadata). Each feed (again for both sensors and events) then
has a number of associated data stream resources. For sensors, each data stream refers to a
particular kind of measurement (i.e. with the same unit of measurement). Event data streams are
more flexible and can be used to distinguish different kinds of event (e.g. one data stream for road
traffic messages, one for public transport information, and both from the same provider). The lowest
level resource for sensor information is the data point which contains a timestamp, a value (units
specified in the parent data stream) and an optional location. The corresponding resource for event
information is the event. This has a more complex structure which broadly follows the OASIS
Common Alerting Protocol [30]1 information model.
Measurements
Data ingress and internal data representation in the Data Hub is done in EEML, the Extended
Environments Markup Language [31], designed to describe the data output of sensors, with an initial
focus on the construction industry, but with more general applicability. It is a simple specification with
an information model consistent with Internet of Things applications and a published XML schema.
The information model associated with EEML refers to a data source as a feed. A feed has a title,
description, location (although potentially mobile) and a number of data streams associated with it.
It therefore corresponds well with a single sensor (possibly with multiple parameters being
monitored). Each data stream has a unit, referring to the quantity being measured, and potentially a
set of values (current, minimum, maximum and a set of historical data points), each represented as
a string and associated with a measurement time.
As an example, in use, the Data Hub can handle vehicle positions from GPS measurements. In this
case, a fleet of vehicles (or GPS receivers) is represented as a feed. Location is then one data
stream with a {longitude, latitude} pair being the value. Additional measurements from the same
vehicle (or telematics unit) are represented as additional data streams within the same feed. The
use of GPS indicates a preferred spatial reference system for use in the BT Data Hub: WGS 84,
SRID 4326 [32]. Other geospatial data will need to be converted to SRID 4326 for consistent location.
Conversions to alternative representations (e.g. Ordnance Survey eastings and northings) may be
offered as an option.
As stated above, XML is the canonical data representation. As a standard representation, all data
ingress and egress will use EEML and XML. Additionally, SenML [33] is available as it might be more

1

Common Alerting Protocol Version 1.2, OASIS Standard, 1 July 2010, http://docs.oasisopen.org/emergency/cap/v1.2/CAP-v1.2-os.html
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suitable for some use cases. In addition to XML, a JSON representation of data on egress is
available, as it has been shown as desirable by developers.
Examples of the sensor feed formats and given responses are available on the Portal.
Events
The requirements for representation of events within the BT Data Hub are less clear than for
measurements because of the greater diversity of the messages expected to be conveyed as events.
BT have adopted an approach that is close to existing standards, using a modified version of the
Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) to describe Events. This is an OASIS standard, specifying an XML
format for exchanging public warnings and emergency alerts. We have simplified the schema and
we are expecting it to be subject to further modification as required since the event-related scenarios
we have encountered so far in previous projects are not restricted to alerts of the type addressed by
CAP. Restricted types (typically specifying an enumerated list for some of the elements and
attributes) have been relaxed back to base XML schema types to allow more general application
within BT’s Data Hubs. In addition, provision for XML DSig has been removed as it is not required
for our purposes.
Since the formats of these data sources vary widely, it is a custom process to on-board the
information to the Data Hub. However, the Data Hub enables this information to be provided to
developers in a way consistent with the event and sensor feeds. For example, a developer could
use the API to request data from smart meters near a specified location, or renewable energy
sources within a bounding box. It means that developers can use the same filtering capabilities via
the API, and in addition they do not have to own, access or manage external contextual information.
4.2.2.3 Edge adapters and data translation
The Data Hub includes a set of adapters for ingress (input) and egress (output). These are potentially
specific to each data source or application feed and may be implemented on a case by case basis.

Figure 17: Generic and bespoke EEML adapter for IS, for ingress and XML / JSON Egress
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There is therefore a need to translate data between arbitrary external formats and the data formats
used internally. A generic adapter is provided by the Data Hub for any information feeds which are
already formatted as EEML. Information Providers are strongly encouraged to format their feeds in
EEML in order to reduce the number of bespoke adapters which are required (a large number of
bespoke adapters would slow down the rate at which new feeds could be added to the Data Hub).
Since additional adapters may be introduced to translate into the appropriate format for either sensor
or event information, the adapter function is split into bespoke and generic components, as shown
in Figure 17.
Ingress
REST web service endpoints have been implemented for ingress using the standard input EEML
and CAP XML formats described above. These support POST to define new feeds and datastreams
and to add new datapoints or events. They also support PUT to modify existing resources. Request
bodies sent to these endpoints must conform to the defined XML schema for the adapter. Data
leaving the generic ingress adapters is sent to the Data Hub relational database(s) for storage and
routing.
This Data Hub component provides generic edge adapters for sensors (EEML or SENML format)
and events (CAP format).
Egress
The generic egress adapters present REST interfaces to developers / users, supporting the GET
method for feed, data stream and data point or event resources.
Edge adapters are used to convert the data from the internal Data Hub database to the XML, JSON,
or potentially other output format required by programmers and end users (this would require
bespoke adapters to be developed).
Generic egress adapters can return results in either XML or JSON (as specified in the request Accept
header). They also provide the ability to:
•

•
•
•

Filter results based on geography, either within a bounding box (specified by latitude and
longitude of corners of a rectangle) or within a specified distance of a point (specified by
latitude/longitude)
Filter results based on time, specifying start and/or end time (using date time representation)
Limit the number of results returned from a query
Filter parameters by adding query parameters to GET requests

In a similar way to ingress, bespoke egress adapters may be provided, either translating from generic
egress adapter output or directly accessing core Data Hub functionality
4.2.2.4 Authentication
Access to feeds is secured using an API key which is a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID). Using
authenticated access to the Data Hub portal, users can subscribe to one or more feeds. Each user
receives an API key which is associated with each feed to which the user is entitled to have access.
Users can have more than one API key. This enables developers to use feeds for different purposes
(e.g. development, testing). It will also be possible to allocate API keys to individual applications and
or application instances in order to have full control over security, usage and billing (although billing
for data usage is not in scope of this project).
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The API key is supplied either using HTTP Basic authentication or in the x-api-key header. This is
the same mechanism used for authentication to the catalogue service and so gives consistency to
developers.

4.2.3 MCM Functionality in the xMEC: the vMCM (Digital Twin)
Digital Twinning can be described as a method for turning physical devices into services. These
services can be used to satisfy the interaction requirements that are placed on devices in a more
efficient, scalable way. APIs are provided to allow control and access to the devices either by direct
communication or to replicate this behaviour if the devices are not online or only send data
periodically. The APIs typically support requests such as ‘What is the latest data?’ and ‘What are the
changes to the state of the device?’ It is also possible to enhance the capability of the APIs with
value added data from elsewhere or via analysis.
The approach has been developed to support the life-cycle of devices throughout design,
manufacture and operation. During the design process the APIs can be designed and used in
simulations before the device itself even exists.
The approach lends itself well to the energy domain and especially in support of smart energy where
numerous devices with low capabilities in terms of network connectivity and processing power are
expected to play an important role in the operation of the energy network. Latency is also an issue
for some devices and applications and querying a digital twin rather than a device itself can reduce
round-trip delay (although the update frequency of the twin should also be considered).
4.2.3.1 Eclipse Ditto
Within vMCM, Eclipse Ditto [34] has been selected to provide support for digital twin. Eclipse Ditto
is an open source project, part of the family of Eclipse IoT projects. It provides a framework offering
device as a service.
Thing

AclEntry

ACL
1..*

thingId:String
attributes:JsonOnject

Subject:String
READ:boolean
WRITE:Boolean
ADMINISTRATE:booean

Feature
Properties:JsonObject

Figure 18. Eclipse Ditto Entities

Figure 18 shows the class diagram of the Ditto domain model. Devices are represented as instances
of the Thing class, each with a unique id. Things can have attributes which are intended for managing
the static or infrequently changing data of the device e.g. a smart meter might have an attribute
containing the id of the customer whose energy it is measuring. Things can also have features which
are intended for managing state data e.g. a meter reading or the current configuration of the meter.
Version 1 of the Ditto API also includes access control lists which are associated with things and
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contain entries for each accessing subject. In version 2 of the API authorisation is handled with
policies. Each Thing contains a PolicyID which points to a policy containing the authorisation
information. Both approaches allow a fine-grained access control mechanism to be applied to both
individual Things and resources within them.
Ditto includes a HTTP API which is RESTful to the extent that it allows create, read, update and
delete operations to be carried out against URLs that represent entities within the domain model.
Payloads to create and update (POST and PUT) calls are JSON objects in the body of the call.
JSON is also used in the message body of the responses to calls.
WebSocket provides an alternative to the HTTP API which has the benefit of allowing a single
connection to be established for multiple calls with reduced overhead. Also, since the WebSocket
is a duplex connection, change notifications can be sent allowing a client to receive notifications
whenever a specific entity issues a change event. Furthermore, multiple messages and commands
can be exchanged between all parties with a current WebSocket session.
Ditto supports two channels providing communication with either the digital twin (twin channel) or
the device itself (live channel). With the live channel, ditto passes commands and messages through
to the device once an authorisation check has been carried out to ensure that only authorised parties
are able to send them.
The search functionality is provided as a service within the architecture of Ditto. It maintains an index
which reacts to all changes and events carried out in relation to the Things. Queries can be made
via the Ditto APIs and can include filters, sorting and paging of results. A subset of the Resource
Query Language (RQL) [35] language is implemented for specifying queries.

Figure 19: Ditto Services

Ditto is realised by a collection of service components in a modular architecture as shown in Figure
19. The services (search, connectivity, gateway, policies and things) can be scaled independently
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depending on requirements. These components are available as micro services with their own data
store and APIs. This allows Ditto components to be deployed and orchestrated on to virtual machines
or containers running on the xMEC.
The connectivity service is used to manage client connections to remote systems. It supports AMQP
(Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) connection types. For devices not using this, a service such
as Eclipse Hono2 can be used to provide protocol adaptation.
Monitoring is supported e.g. time for inserts to the database or messaging roundtrips) as are Devopsstyle commands e.g. to change the level of logging during execution.

4.2.4 vMCM interoperability
The following sequence diagrams illustrate the interaction between components which include
devices in the network or at customer premises (UE), VNFs such as vMME and vMCM and cloudbased components such as MCM and applications which are making use of the data provided by
the other components.

Application

vMME/HSS

vMCM (xMEC)

vAAA

UE

MCM (Cloud)

Request UE IP endpoint

Provide Twin Endpoint

Request UE datapoint

Authenticate
request
Authentication
response

Opt

Request UE datapoint

Provide UE datapoint
Provide datapoint

Provide datapoint

Figure 20: Application requests data from user equipment

Figure 20 shows the sequence diagram for an application requesting data from a specific piece of
user equipment. Since the UE is connected via a mobile network, the application must first request
the network address of the UE so it issues a request either to the centralised Home Subscriber
Service (HSS) or the vMME which may be providing the same service as the HSS but in a peer-topeer fashion. This part of the service could also be provided by MCM in cloud which could also
2

https://www.eclipse.org/hono/
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maintain the URI for the digital twin containing the latest information. Having received a response,
the application is then able to issue a data request to the address of the UE. Such requests are
handled by vMCM which first authenticates the request with vAAA and either responds with the latest
known data for that device or optionally (if explicitly requested to do so or if the data falls outside
allowable age) forwards the request to the UE itself which then responds with the latest data. In the
latter case, the vMCM data is updated and a message is sent to update the MCM in the cloud.

UE

vMME/HSS

vAAA

vMCM (xMEC)

MCM (Cloud)

Registers with vMME
Registration confirmed
Provide data

Authenticate
Forward

opt

Create Twin

Provide datapoint

opt

Create datafeed

Update datafeed

Figure 21: vMCM sequence diagram for user equipment being switched on.

In Figure 21, the sequence of interaction is shown for when a piece of user equipment is switched
on and establishes connectivity. The first step is that the device registers with a base station via
vMME. It is then able to provide data to the vMCM instance in the xMEC of the same base station
which it does via vAAA which authenticates the message and forwards it. If the device is new to
vMCM it must first create a digital twin. vMCM could do this itself (as shown) or it could be instructed
to do so by vMME. Once a twin is created and data is stored, vMCM can update MCM in the cloud
(which may first need to create a new data feed for the device if it is new) with the data.
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Application

MCM

Request dataset

Provide dataset

Figure 22: Application requires a set of historical data from user equipment

Figure 22 shows the sequence of interaction for an application requesting data from MCM in the
cloud. This is a simple interaction using the API of the Data Hub and would be used where a set of
historical data is required rather than the latest time-critical data. The application must use an API
key with the request which allows authentication via the Data Hub’s access control service.

4.2.5 API description
Developers and applications requiring access to MCM in the cloud can use the BT Data Hub APIs
for data discovery, data egress (retrieval) and data ingress (provision):
Data discovery: The BT Data Hub supports the Hypercat catalogue specification allowing machine
readable discovery of datasets. Hypercat supports the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authentication based on API keys
Simple Search based on matching whole strings
Prefix Search based on matching prefixes of whole strings
Lexicographic Search allowing search on date ranges
Geographic Search which returns items within a specified bounding box
Multi Search allowing a combination of the other search types

Full details of the implemented API including example queries are available at the BT Data Hub
portal3. A user interface for the Hypercat catalogue is also available4. This allows testing of the search
interface with results returned either as JSON or where geographic metadata is provided, on a map.
Full details for the Hypercat specification are available 5.
Data egress: The data egress can be carried out using the Developer’s API which is REST-based
and can be accessed using HTTP GET requests. Datasets are organised into data-feeds and data
streams. Typically a data feed might represent a particular sensor or device while a data stream
represents a particular value or reading from the sensor e.g. a feed might represent a smart meter
while one of its data streams might represent a value recorded by the meter such as power
consumption. Metadata can be attached to data feeds and data streams so the data feed might have

3

https://portal.bt-hypercat.com/index.php/using-hypercat/
http://search.bt-hypercat.co.uk/
5
http://www.hypercat.io/standard.html
4
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metadata describing the location of the device while the data stream might have the units of the
reading e.g. kWh.
In order to access data a URL appropriate to the dataset of interest must be constructed. The
following URL can be used to return the most recent data points for a particular data stream within
a particular data feed.
http://api.bt-hypercat.com/{type}/feeds/{feed ID}/datastreams/{datastream ID}/datapoints

Where {type} is replaced with one of supported types:
•

events

•

locations

•

sensors

•

journeys

and where {feed ID} and {datastream ID} are replaced by the unique identifiers for particular
datafeeds and datastreams.
Refinement parameters are supported including time (start and end in ISO8601 date and time), limit
(number of items to return), near (within a radius) and bbox (within a bounding box). Full details of
the API are described on the BT Data Hub portal 6.
Data ingress: Data can be provided to the Data Hub by sending data to existing datafeeds or by
creating new ones and sending to those. Datafeeds can be created manually by completing a form 7
which allows the feed to be described (including metadata such as title, descriptions, type, location
(indoor / outdoor, fixed / mobile, latitude, longitude and elevation), tags, license and terms and
conditions). The form also allows datastreams to be attached (with metadata such as datatype, tags,
unit type, name and symbol and maximum and minimum values). Datafeeds can also be created
programmatically using the Information Services API. This is reserved for trusted partners and
administrators so is not described in this deliverable but will be made available to project partners
as required.
Once data feeds are created, data can be added using the REST-based Data Provider’s API. HTTP
POST requests can be sent to appropriately constructed URL endpoints (in a similar fashion to the
Developer’s API. The data itself should be provided as XML in the body of the POST request. The
XML should conform to EEML (for sensors) and CAP (for events). Updates to feeds can be made
as multiple data points for a single stream, as a single data point for a single stream or as a single
data point for each of multiple data streams.
The Data Provider’s API if further described on the Data Hub portal 8
Depending upon the nature of the data feeds, they can be made public or private. Public feeds are
available for all users to subscribe to assuming they are happy with the terms and conditions and
license that is placed upon them. Users can create an account and then discover and subscribe to
feeds via the portal UI. When they subscribe they can create a new API key which is then used to
access the API. A similar process is followed for data providers when they create an API which must
then be provided on API calls. The API key can either be proved as a header (using the header x6

https://portal.bt-hypercat.com/index.php/reading-feeds/
https://portal.bt-hypercat.com/index.php/create-feed/ (users must first register)
8
https://portal.bt-hypercat.com/index.php/writing-feeds/
7
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api-key) or using http basic authentication where it is provided as the username (password left
blank). In NRG-5 it is expected that the majority of feeds will be created as private feeds. These do
not appear in the public catalogue (although they can appear in a private one if required). Data
providers who wish to share these feeds with others (or their own software) can create keys,
associate them with the private feeds and then share these with the intended users who can then
access the feeds with the use of the provided key.
The following areas of interaction involve vMCM in the xMEC:
•
•
•
•
•

UE to vMCM – allows a device to provide data and events to vMCM.
vMCM to UE – allows vMCM to request data from a device or more generally send
commands and messages to the device.
Application / MCM to vMCM – allows an application or MCM in the cloud to request data
from vMCM.
vMCM to Application / MCM – allows vMCM to provide/push data to an application or MCM
in the cloud.
VNF to vMCM – allows other VNFs or trusted components in the architecture to carry out
administrative functions such as virtual twin creation.

Much of the above can be achieved with existing APIs for Ditto. In some cases a wrapper is required
around Ditto to repurpose or transform particular API calls and to authenticate requests via vAAA. In
the following section each of the interaction areas is handled in turn.
Device to vMCM: the xMEC architecture in NRG-5 means that, in practice, devices will not be
directly connected to vMCM. Instead the vBCP Event Server (see Figure 32) will act to forward
messages to their intended target following authentication and authorisation by the vAAA VNF.
These messages will be confined to data and status updates for existing digital twins maintained by
vMCM (based on the fact that new devices will first have to register with vMME and a subsequent
process will ensure that a digital twin either exists, if the device had previously registered, or is
created). The WebSocket9 protocol binding will be employed for these messages. This has the
benefits of supporting a single connection for multiple commands (vs the HTTP API) and providing
a duplex connection.
Authentication is not required for messages between the relay server and vMCM since both can be
considered belonging to the trusted domain within the xMEC. If vMCM is required to listen for
messages from other components outside of this domain, then authentication will be required. This
can be achieved by using vAAA to authenticate requests before forwarding them to on within vMCM.
vAAA expects requests to include a hash of the message payload and the signature from signing
the hash and the message itself.
Heartbeat messages are required to keep the WebSocket connection alive. It is advised that empty
binary messages are sent every 60 seconds.
Communication over the WebSocket connection must conform to the Ditto Protocol which includes
a protocol envelope and payload (both of which are expressed in JSON). The protocol envelope
describes the content of the message and allows the message to be routed to its final destination
without parsing the payload. It contains the affected thing entity, a message type e.g. event, protocol

9

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6455
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version, etc. The payload contains the application data e.g. an updated sensor value or a thing in
JSON representation.
The following is an example of a Ditto protocol message which modifies a single attribute (location)
within a thing:
{

}

"topic": "org.nrg5/NORM0001/things/twin/commands/modify",
"headers": {},
"path": "/attributes/location",
"value": {
"latitude": 44.673856,
"longitude": 8.261719
}

The topic path is made up of a namespace (‘org.nrg5), followed by an entityId (‘NORM0001), a group
(‘things’), a channel (‘twin’), a criterion (‘commands’) and an action (‘modify’). The path references
the part of the thing that is affected by the message. The value contains the payload in JSON.
When sending a command, a response can be required (as a header) which will indicate success of
failure. A correlation id (also in a header) can be used to allow correlation between requests and
responses / errors.
Since an attribute is modified by the above message, an event will be published. Interested parties
can subscribe to events. Full details of the Ditto protocol and WebSocket binding are available on
the Ditto website10.
Where devices that do not conform to the thing specification of the API or use a different protocol
need to communicate the Connectivity API can be used. This allows includes a payload mapping
facility to transform payloads and also allows a service such as Eclipse Hono 11 to be integrated which
can provide connectivity across many device communication protocols. The Connectivity API
supports the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol.
vMCM to Device: The live channel (in contrast to the twin channel) allows commands to be
forwarded by Ditto to the actual device. In addition, messages can be send to (or from) the device
which can be used to trigger actions of the device e.g. sleep, update software, etc. The nature of the
messages is not defined in ditto and is application specific i.e. receiving parties must be programmed
to understand the message in order to act upon it. Messages can be sent via the WebSocket API or
via the HTTP API.
Application / MCM to vMCM: Applications or MCM in the cloud will require connection to vMCM at
the xMEC in order to request data from a digital twin or from the actual device via the digital twin.
Once applications have identified which instance of vMCM is currently providing the digital twin it will
then be able to contact it in order to interact with the twin. Interactions will include retrieving things
or attributes but might also include modifying features if updates to device metadata is required.
The WebSocket approach described in the previous section is the most appropriate one for this type
of interaction. It allows multiple commands to be sent over a single duplex connection. The HTTP
10
11

https://www.eclipse.org/ditto/httpapi-protocol-bindings-websocket.html
https://www.eclipse.org/hono/
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API is also relevant here since it provides access to the search service allowing applications to find
twins that match search criteria.
Authentication and authorisation will be required for this type of communication since it is between
outside of the trusted domain of the xMEC. As stated previously, this can be carried out by using
vAAA to authenticate hashed and signed messages.
vMCM to Application / MCM: This form of interaction is closely linked to the previous one. Events
are generated whenever a twin or device is changed and authorised WebSocket clients will receive
these events. Thus applications or MCM in the cloud can subscribe to these events and receive an
indication of a change of state. In addition messages can be employed between parties. An example
might be to inform MCM that a new device has been connected and that a new data feed should be
created to handle the data from it.
VNF to vMCM: Again, the WebSocket approach should be employed here for administrative
commands such as the creation of digital twins. Since other VNFs are within the trusted xMEC,
authentication is not necessary.

xMEC
vMCM
WebSocket

Connectivity API or
WebSocket

VNFs

UE

Data Hub
HTTP API or
WebSocket

Applications

5G BS

edge

cloud

Figure 23: Overview of APIs involved in vMCM interaction

4.2.6 Initial Implementation
The initial implementation of MCM has focussed on creating a demonstration of an end-to-end path
for data from a device to an application via the components in the MCM architecture. The
implementation is currently based on physical machines rather than virtual hardware although since
vMCM in the xMEC is principally realised by Ditto (plus some bespoke wrappers) which is based on
Docker, moving to a VNF approach is not considered to be a major step.
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Smart Meter
Emulator

vMCM

Data Hub
Ingress

Data Hub

Application

Figure 24. Initial Implementation of MCM

Figure 24 shows the main components of the demonstration and the direction of travel for data from
a device to an application. A smart meter is emulated using a simple programme (using Node-RED
[36]) on a Raspberry Pi which periodically generates data values for potential difference (volts),
current, active and reactive power. These are sent to vMCM as a PUT call to the Ditto REST API. In
the future, this will be updated to send MQTT messages to more closely resemble communication
from a NORM and following that a real NORM device is expected to be used. The use of MQTT
messages will require transformation to allow the Ditto AMPQ-based connectivity API to be used.
This function will be achieved with the introduction of Eclipse Hono [37] which supports interfacing
large numbers of IoT devices in a uniform way regardless of the device communication protocol.
vMCM will update or create a virtual twin based on the data provided by the smart meter emulator.
This data is accessible by applications requiring access to the most recent data. The Data Hub
Ingress component sets up a web socket on startup which is configured to listen for events from
vMCM. Events from things to which it has access rights are sent via this channel. Upon receipt of
such an event, the Ingress component transforms the data and forwards it to the Data Hub via its
Ingress API. The Data Hub stores the data in a datafeed for the device in question. An application,
realised as a Grafana [38] dashboard, periodically requests data from the Data Hub and displays
this as a set of time series graphs for each of the set of 4 data items from the smart meter emulator
(as shown in Figure 25).

Figure 25: Screenshot from dashboard of Initial MCM Implementation

Next steps include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Handling MQTT messages via Eclipse Hono to the Ditto Connectivity API
Deployment of vMCM as a VNF using a MANO to virtualised infrastructure
Integration with other NRG-5 NVNFs for twin creation / migration (vMME) and message
handling (vAAA relay server)
Integration with the SMX gateway of NORM (via vAAA).
Enhancements to Data Hub Ingress to handle multiple vMCM instances, datafeed creation,
twin location etc.
Creation of a discovery component to allow applications to programmatically locate device
data feeds and digital twin locations.

4.2.7 vMCM and its relationship with other NRG-5 VNFs
This section describes the relationship between vMCM, vMME and the energy specific VNFs (such
as vPMU, vDES, vESR, vRES) and applications (e.g. the AMIaaS). The following steps and
associated figures describe how the components within this architecture interact. To simplify the
explanation authentication and authorisation activities are not included in these steps.
1. As previously described devices interact with a base station and register with vMME prior to
sending data or status messages to vMCM in the xMEC. This is illustrated in Figure 26.

Application
Application
Application

MCM

xMEC
vPMU

vDES

vMME

vESR

vRES

vMCM

Figure 26. Devices register with vMME and send data to vMCM.

2. Smart Energy VNFs communicate with vMME to maintain awareness of which devices are
registered with the base station, as shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. VNFs communicate with vMME.

3. Smart Energy VNFs (and MCM in the cloud) periodically poll vMCM for the latest device
data or listen for change events from vMCM, as shown in Figure 28.

Application
Application
Application

MCM

xMEC
vPMU
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vMME

vESR

vRES

vMCM

Figure 28. VNFs and MCM receive data from vMCM.

4. Smart Energy VNFs can make requests or commands to real devices either via vMCM or
directly (e.g. vPMU can interact directly with the device in order to reduce the latency of the
latency), as shown in the figure below.

Application
Application
Application
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xMEC
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Figure 29. VNFs communicate with the actual devices

5. Applications are able to communicate with Smart Energy VNFs, with MCM in cloud or with
vMCM depending on their requirements, as shown in
6. Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Applications communicate with VNF, vMCM or MCM.
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5 NRG-5 xMEC supporting VNFs
The three NRG-5 device handling VNFs described in the previous section are supported by three
more NRG-5 VNFs that also reside in the xMEC: vMME, vAAA and vBCP. This section provides an
in-depth description of these VNFs.

5.1 vAAA: virtual Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
As overviewed in deliverable D1.3 [3] the main focus of the Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting VNF (vAAA) is the provisioning of services related to the administration of the UE
associated with authentication and authorization. The core offering of NRG-5 AAA functionalities
may be summarised in the exploitation of the security and message validation properties provided
by well-established smart contracts functionalities offered by the Ethereum blockchain [39] (ETH
BC). The vAAA is responsible for:
•

Device Authentication: In cooperation with the UE embedded hardware identity validation
mechanisms (wherever applicable) as well as the vBCP VNF, vAAA is responsible for
authenticating devices against the blockchain.

•

Message integrity: The vAAA provides decoding services for the messages sent by UEs, such
as 5G-NORMs (smart meter devices). It also validates the signatures of messages received from
the UEs, to ensure that no message has been tampered with by any external entity.

•

Device Authorization: The vAAA exposes an advanced, blockchain-aware, attribute-based
access control (ABAC) set of functionalities. This allows users to define refined rules as to the
access rights third parties may have to their own resources. Authorization is achieved by means
of a model that can control access to objects by evaluating rules against the attributes of entities
(subject and object), operations, and the environment relevant to a request. In this way, access
control is more fine-grained, flexible, much more expressive, avoiding the assignment of a trusted
third party performing the authorization.

•

Device Accounting: In-field devices like the 5G-NORM are able to use vAAA to store various
metering data into the blockchain, the latter providing it on demand. This, in conjunction with the
smart contracts supported by the vBCP, helps towards rendering the billing processes of a wide
number of metering-based services transparent, essentially allowing for the emergence of lockin free operation of utilities.

It should be underlined that, in order to support existing applications and protocols, vAAA also
features a standard OAuth2.0 interface, which enables classic user-based AAA.
The next subsections document the interworking of vAAA with vBCP and the rest of the xMEC VNFs,
as well as external services.

5.1.1 VNF description
Figure 31 presents the high-level positioning of the vAAA in the xMEC. It shows vAAA acting as a
security gateway between the field devices and the rest of the protected VNFs. The AAA-specific
elements are highlighted in yellow, other collaborating entities are green and the ETH BC
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infrastructure is blue. Note that the device/UE contains a vAAA client for communication with the
vAAA VNF in the xMEC).

UE

xMEC

vAAA
client

vAAA

vBCP

ETH BC

VNFs

Figure 31: vAAA positioning and interworking with devices and other VNFs.

The vAAA may intercept communication between UE and other VNFs, or among VNFs, or with the
ETH BC infrastructure catalysed by the vBCP (see paragraph 5.2 for discussion).
The inherent nature of the ETH BC introduces a certain delay (normally around 15-17 seconds)
between the generation of subsequent blocks by design. In turn, this block generation time affects
the execution rate of certain pieces of source code (called the smart contracts, SCs) residing in this
BC, as SCs are automatically executed whenever a new block is generated. Since for reasons of
hardened security, vAAA is based on the automated execution of a number of SCs, AAA results are
provided by the BC in the form of batches (results generated by the SCs), every 15-17 seconds, as
well. However, as this behaviour is not suitable for all kinds of applications (e.g. authentication of
packets arriving from PMU devices residing in 5G-NORMs) and granted that interoperability with
existing (mostly user-based) applications is considered utterly necessary, the AAA VNF offers three
modalities of AAA services as follows:
1. BC-based AAA services, interacting with the ETH BC for explicitly authenticating and
authorizing every request towards the set of protected VNFs;
2. Cached AAA services, necessitating the invocation of BC-based AAA services at least once,
then periodically invoking the BC-based services to update the AAA-cache;
3. OAuth2.0-based AAA services.
Figure 32 delivers a more detailed overview of the functionality of vAAA and its interaction with vBCP
as well as the rest of the components of the xMEC. In this figure yellow is used to highlight the parts
related to the software components of vAAA are presented, black shows the vBCP boundaries and
other VNFs/devices, whereas the ETH BC-related parts are highlighted in blue colour.
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Figure 32: The vAAA high-level architecture.

Regarding the operation of the vAAA and its interfacing with other VNFs and the outside world, the
entry point is the API provider component, which is responsible for load balancing and splitting the
traffic to be handled according to the three AAA modalities that were previously outlined. In the
present implementation of vAAA, the API provider has been merged with the vBCP Relay Server
component (see paragraph 5.2 for details and discussion).
5.1.1.1 Blockchains-based AAA
To guarantee on-chain AAA processing, effectively assuring data integrity and lock-in free operation
at least at the level of identity provisioning, vAAA bases its operation on the relevant set uPort Identity
SCs, as tabulated below. In the course of this paragraph, further details on the SC operations are
given. Since the relevant SCs are based on the uPort Identity SCs the interesting reader is requested
to refer to [40] and [41] for the MetaIdentityManager SC, [42] for the Proxy SC and [43] for the
(Tx)Relay SC, where information regarding the contracts functionality as well as relevant attack
scenarios are presented.
Table 5: vAAA Smart Contracts
Smart Contract
Relay

MetaIdentity Manager
Proxy

Core responsibility
Checks the integrity of the received message and forwards it to the MetaIdentity
Manager. Negates the necessity of UE to host mining software and pay for
transaction fees.
Checks the validity of the identity of the sender.
Forwards the message to the target DAPP.

The clients of vAAA are able to interact with the VNF by issuing sets of digitally signed requests that
imply interaction with the blockchain in an interactive or non-interactive manner. In the former case,
the request would target at interacting with an SC (e.g. one of the DAPPs offered by the vBCP or any
other valid DAPP) and vAAA should authenticate and authorize that request. In this case, normally, a
transaction hash characterizing the interaction of the client with the blockchain should be attained (see
Figure 33 for an example code extract of the official vBCP client). In the non-interactive case though,
the implied service by vAAA is simply a verification of the identity of the sender, that is whether the
public address of the user that signed the request (effectively implementing Hashed-Based Message
Authentication Code – HMAC [44] using the Keccak algorithm [45]) is known to the NRG-5 blockchain
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infrastructure. In this case, no transaction hash should be expected since the interaction with the
blockchain is passive, only calling the Relay SC and not targeting at the invocation of another SC.

def relay_client_example():
"""Relay smart meter data

example.

This example relays smart meter measurements to the Relay Server. When the
`register_smart_meter_data` method is called, a transaction is sent to the relay server. Also,
by calling the `relay_signed_message` method, the smart meter data is send to the Relay Server
which forwards it to vMCM.
As always, the address of the `keyfile.json` must have registered:
1. A valid uPort identity in the blockchain
2. A registered entity type, currently one of `pmu`, `smart_meter`, `drone`, `mpa`, `esr`
"""
client = RelayClient(
password=PASSWORD,
keyfile=KEYFILE,
identity=IDENTITY, # can be set afterwards by calling `client.set_identity(identity)`
tx_relay_address=TX_RELAY_ADDRESS,
meta_identity_manager_address=META_IDENTITY_MANAGER_ADDRESS,
entity_data_manager_address=ENTITY_DATA_MANAGER_ADDRESS,
relay_server_address=RELAY_ENDPOINT,
)
payload = '{"attribute": "value"}'
# Send smart meter data to the Relay Server to be added to the blockchain
tx_hash = client.register_smart_meter_data(payload)
print('Got transaction hash : {}'.format(tx_hash))

Figure 33: Example of the implementation of an interactive request against the blockchain to store
smart meter data (source: [46]).

In the case an interactive AAA request is made towards vAAA, the API provider coordinates with the
Relay Server of the vBCP VNF (see paragraph 5.2) in order to give the control of the AAA process
to the Relay SC, the first of the ETH SCs that support the AAA operation. The input to the Relay
Server that gets relayed should be a signed message containing:
•

•

•
•

Data to be relayed holding:
▪ the address target ETH distributed application 12 (DAPP) that should be activated if all
AAA checks are validated;
▪ the target function of the DAPP to be executed;
▪ the data parameters to be passed into the target DAPP.
Signature attributes of the message in compliance with the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) implementation of ETH, namely the ECDSA recovery id (v), the ECDSA
r value and the ECDSA s value;
Owner address (public key) in the ETH BC;
Destination address in the ETH BC (the address of the MetaIdentityManager SC).

The Relay SC receiving the above message (as also the MetaIdentityManager SC and the Proxy
SC) is based on the OSS uPort set of contracts [47], particularly extending the TxRelay SC. In
compatibility with the uPort flow of operations the Relay SC (1) validates that the provided signature

12

Formally, a DAPP is defined as a collection of one or more SCs tightly coupled with a user interface. In the
context of NRG-5, the DAPPs are part of the vBCP VNF. See paragraph 5.2 for details on the DAPPs that are
provided by the NRG-5 vBCP implementation.
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elements are compatible with the hashed data included in the message, and (2) forwards the
message to the MetaIdentityManager SC.
In turn, the MetaIdentityManager SC (the core contract of both vAAA and the cornerstone of the
uPort set of SCs together with the plain Identity Manager SC not relevant to the NRG-5 context)
checks whether the owner address is valid in the context of this MetaIdentityManager by means of
calling the relevant Proxy SC, essentially performing authentication. The authorization part is the
one that comes next; the MetaIdentityManager invokes the Attribute-based Access Control set of
SCs (see next paragraph for details and discussion). If the request is both authenticated and
authorized, the request gets be relayed to the appropriate Proxy SC. It is worth noting that the
MetaIdentityManager SC is able to offer a number of other capabilities including the registration of
new identities and owners, migrate Proxy SCs to other MetaIdentityManager SCs and handling the
identity recovery operations.
The Proxy SC, the final SC related to the authentication and authorization functions of the vAAA, in
turn, forwards the message to the target DAPP, as initially specified by the vAAA client initiating the
whole transactions forwarding chain. Depending on the target DAPP, the final element of AAA,
accounting, may be achieved if relevant accounting functionalities are prescribed in the DAPP (the
vBCP VNF provides such a DAPP as documented in the next paragraph).
At all stages, all the SCs emit properly defined ETH events [48] so that errors particularly related to
unauthenticated or unauthorized access are caught by the vBCP Event Server and get published to
relevant communication channels to be consumed by devices, such as, the Relay Server and/or
other VNFs. In the context of the Relay Server, successful authentication and authorization requests
may be cached at a local context for a limited timeframe so that authentication and authorization for
time-critical applications may also work; in such cases, the Relay server will simply skip the AAA
process, directly invoking other, already registered xMEC VNFs. Indicatively, after successfully
authenticating and getting authorized, the values sent by the low-cost PMU module of a 5G-NORM
would be, after quick signature and address validation checks, directly forwarded to the vMCM VNF
so that the relevant values can be cached for use by other components.
The following sequence diagrams provide an abstracted overview of how vAAA interfaces with other
entities (devices, applications and VNFs) with respect to the ETH BC-based AAA modalities.

Figure 34: Sequence diagram of a successful ETH BC-based vAAA operation.
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Figure 35: Sequence diagram of successful fast ETH BC-based AAA operation.

Lastly, if OAuth 2.0 AAA services are required, the integrated OAuth 2.0 server will be activated to
handle the request. Building up on top of open source software (OSS), the OAuth 2.0 server is based
on Keycloak v5.x [49], featuring a complete OAuth 2.0 AAA implementation, and also integrating
User-Managed Access (UMA) 2.0 profile identity management, allowing for the definition of policybased access-control schemes.
It should be underlined that no coordination between BC-based (even cached) AAA services and
OAuth 2.0 services is pursued; the vAAA considers the two approaches as 100% independent, with
no intention of homogenizing (at the time of writing this document) or converging the two
technologies since they are covering two entirely different AAA perspectives.
Though called a VNF, the vAAA may be considered as a set of VNFs rather than a single one 13,
essentially implementing a cloud-ready, micro-services-oriented approach. The following figure
presents the envisioned architecture at VNF/component level.
OAuth 2.0
VNF
API
Provider
VNF

vLB

OAuth 2.0
VNF

API
Provider
VNF

vLB

Relay
Server
VNF

vLB

ETH BC

Relay
Server
VNF
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Figure 36: vAAA architecture at SDN level.

With reference to Figure 36, the API provider component is modelled as a separate VNF operating
behind a load balancer VNF (vLB) to ensure that scalability is achieved by means of scaling the VNF
out (horizontal scaling) when there is excess load to handle and scaling it in when there is not enough
13

In this sense, it could be considered as a virtual network and at SDN level it will be deployed and configured
as such, however its cause is not broad enough, hence its VNF categorization at the level of document.
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load to rationalize the existence of multiple instances. The same goes for the two next entry points
of vAAA, namely the OAuth 2.0 server and the Relay Server. It should be highlighted that though
conceptually operates at xMEC level, the whole ETH infrastructure should be entirely deployed at
regional/cloud level (see §5.1.1.1.2 for details and discussion). Alternatively, at xMEC level, one or
more ETH nodes could be deployed, however definitely connected to a consortium ETH BC
operating at regional/cloud level. In any case, due to the deep integration with ETH, the vAAA should
be considered as a hybrid VNF from a deployment perspective.
Attribute-based Access Control
On top of the standard uPort identity management where authorization is lightly handled, NRG-5
delivers fine-grained Access Control (AC) via Attribute based Access Control (ABAC). ABAC is a
logical AC model that controls access to objects by evaluating rules against the attributes of entities
(subject and object), operations, and the environment relevant to a request. It enables more precise
AC by allowing for a higher number of discrete inputs into an AC decision and thereby providing a
larger set of possible combinations of those variables to reflect a larger and more definitive set of
possible rules to express policies, which are limited only by the computational language and the
richness of the available attributes. Using ABAC, the access decisions can change between requests
simply by altering attribute values, without requiring changes to the subject/object relationships
defining the underlying rule sets.
The NRG-5 Attribute based Access Control via BC is performed following two steps. The first step
consists of the registration of new device or UE in the blockchain via smart contracts. The second
step consists of the request to access to a resource managed by the blockchain. In the first step,
every entity managed by the blockchain must create a smart contract (SC) to register. In this smart
contract, information will be specified namely the identity of the entity, its attributes (in the ABAC)
and access rules, address of its TrustStore, as well as a digital signature to ensure the authenticity
of the data in this smart contract. This step requires the creation of a transaction each time an entity
joins the network or updates its identity information. In the second step, the entity is granted access
once its attributes and access rules have been checked. In terms of transaction cost, only the first
step requires the creation of a transaction; while the second step does not require a new transaction.
In the following, we illustrate the main functionalities of the ABAC system in Figure 37. At the step
(1) the user requests access to a resource through a “zero-knowledge” proof authentication
mechanism based on Challenge/Response. After receiving the request, the resource will send a
challenge (2). In step (3), the user will sign the challenge. Then, it will send the signed challenge and
the address of the SC (step 4). Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 are also the result of identity and authentication
check done in the previous check of authentication.
The resource will request the address of the owner of the SC (5, 6, 7) in the register. This register
consists of a new smart contract with an associative table having as keys the Ethereum addresses
of entities, and as variables Ethereum addresses of associated SCs.
At step (8), the resource will compare between the address of the signed challenge and the address
of the owner of the SC. Then there should be verification of the smart contract of the resource
whether it has been certified by the authority (9, 10, 11, 12) as the consensus here is Proof of
Authority. After that, the resource will verify whether the UE or User is authorized or not. During an
access request, the function isAuthorized verifies at each time that the requester has an ISC certified
by a trusted entity.
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During the creation of the Smart Contract, the owner will define the Ethereum address of the
TrustStore including all the trusted entities authorized to sign the SC. Concretely, this TrustStore is
a smart contract containing a table of Ethereum addresses and offer the possibility, via the developed
functions, to add, to delete and to verify an address.

Figure 37: Architecture of Access Request between User/Resource via Blockchain Network.

The ABAC system offers to every entity to publish or modify attributes of their identities and/or its
access rules in the blockchain. Moreover, entities could access/retrieve access rules of other entities
from the blockchain; and could retrieve signatures associated to an identity. A user or client could
sign a message with its private key of its Ethereum account. Moreover, all data stored in the
Ethereum BC could not be modified without authorization. Also, attributes and access rules of a
smart contract could only be modified by its owner (owner of the smart contract).
In the following, we present the following requirements and specifications related to the smart
contract.
•
•
•
•
•

The identity of an entity is represented by a smart contract. Every SC has a function
addAttribute.
Every smart contract (SC) has a function sign.
A function sign has a parameter to specify its expiration date.
Every SC has a function isAuthorized. This function takes into parameter the address of the
SC and returns a Boolean in order to indicate whether the owner of that SC is authorized to
access or not.
Every SC has a function addRule in order to publish/modify their access rules in the
blockchain.

The resource could add attributes, add access rules and also sign the SC. The client also could sign
a message with a private key of its Ethereum account. Attributes and access rules of a SC could be
modified only by its owner. The ABAC system allows to pay only the registration and the modification
of the SC. The consultation of the attributes, access rules or the call to the function isAuthorized do
not incur a new transaction.
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Figure 38: Simplified entity-relation diagram of an identity SC.

In Figure 38, we present a simple model (Entity-Relation Diagram) of an identity SC (ISC). Since
every ISC has one owner, this model proposes a variable owner in the smart contract ISC. This
variable refers to the Ethereum address of the owner. In order to have a valid transaction, this later
should be signed with the private key associated to the Ethereum address of the owner.
Regarding the access rules, our model defines a new data structure rule with the following variables:
•
•
•
•

idRule: an integer not signed that attributes to each rule a unique identifier.
ruleTypeAddress: an Ehereum address corresponding to a type of rule.
attributeType: the type of attribute.
attributeValue: value of the attribute.

A modular architecture has been established in order to add type of rules easily. For the sake of
simplicity, we present here three examples of types of rules:
•
•
•

MatchRule: type of rule returning true only when two given attributes are equal.
TimeGreaterThanRule: type of rule returning true only when the actual time is superior than
a given time in parameter.
TimeLess ThanRule: type of rule returning true only when the actual time is less than the
given time in parameter.

When a SC is published in the blockchain, it is necessary to guarantee to the other entities present
in the network that all the information contained in the SC are correct. Hence, a signature mechanism
is used.
From a deployment perspective, ABAC gets incorporated into vAAA by means of a Docker container
effectively operating an Ethereum node. This node is setup to handle all the SCs related to the
authorization processes. It consists of several libraries enabling ABAC. Those libraries are deployed
within the Blockchain using the docker-compose based approach used by the other node of the
instance.
Operational modes and deployment options
NRG-5 has designed and built the combined vAAA/vBCP software stack with all the functionalities
mentioned in the previous paragraphs. The derived VNF may be instantiated in any OpenStack
environment (regardless of whether OpenStack is used as a VIM under an NFV context or in normal, in
premises cloud mode) by using one of the OpenStack QCOW 2.0 images [50] provided by the NRG-5
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project or by using the provided docker-compose scripts to build the VNFs in container-based
environments (including e.g. Kubernetes). Regardless of whether the VNF is instantiated in a virtual
machine or container environment, the deployed services are configured as micro-services, giving rise to
seven (7) service instances included vBCP ones, as in Figure 39 and Figure 40.

Figure 39: Example deployment of a vAAA instance.

Figure 40: Components architecture of a combined vAAA/vBCP deployment.

As may be directly perceived, the spawned services are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

One (1) instance of geth-auth bootstrapping ABAC which runs an Ethereum node, handling
all the ABAC-related security policies;
One (1) instance of the vBCP relay server incorporating the vBCP event server as well (see
paragraph 5.2 for details);
One (1) instance of the blockchain explorer (see paragraph 5.2 for details);
Three (3) instances of blockchain mining nodes;
One (1) instance of an Ethereum bootnode offering Ethereum nodes auto-discovery services
(see [51] for details and discussion).

It is worth mentioning that in order to allow proper operation, the geth-bootnode, the relay server,
the geth-auth service as well as the blockchain explorer all come with their own Ethereum clients.
Further, in case the OpenStack image is used for the deployment, the VNFs come pre-configured
Considering the above, a deployed instance of the present vAAA implementation (when the
deployment is based on the OpenStack image) is readily able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Build-up a new Ethereum blockchain network;
Deploy the smart contracts;
Realize three mining nodes;
Provide enough Ether so that transactions via uPort may be successfully registered;
Populate the vAAA DAPPs with three hundred (300) default identities as described in the
previous paragraph.

When the bootstrapping of the VNFs is over, the services of vAAA and vBCP should be accessible
as per the details provided in the Appendix, section 7.3 and depicted in Figure 41 - Figure 44.
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Figure 41: The exposed Swagger interface of a
running vAAA/vBCP instance

Figure 43: Blockchain explorer Administrative
view showcasing the latest five SC events.

Figure 42: The Blockchain explorer interface
showcasing the latest ten blocks of the
blockchain.

Figure 44: Overviewing the details of an event in
Blockchain explorer.

The provided setup may be used as a demonstration and experimentation testbed but is definitely
not destined to be used in production environments. In case that production environment
instantiations are needed, the best option would be to form a consortium (namely permissionable)
Ethereum blockchain network that would allow various operators to enter a common, federated
NRG-5 security space where the UE identities set would be visible to all members. To this end, in
order to allow for seamless production-ready blockchain integration, the following changes should
be performed to the docker-compose scripts that handle the automated blockchain deployment:
1. Launch an initial instance of vAAA/vBCP using the existing code base or OpenStack image
(after changing the default credentials protecting the API);
2. For each further vAAA instance and with regard to the docker-compose script that sets up
the vBCP stack:
a. Configure the docker-compose script to only fire up a single vBCP Relay Server
instance;
b. Configure the docker-compose script setting up the blockchain mining nodes to setup
only one mining node and one geth-auth node per vBCP deployment;
c. Configure the network of the data interface of the vAAA instance to be able to access
the consortium blockchain deployment;
d. Configure docker in swarm mode to allow the various vBCP instances to use the
common network.
Note that the existence of the Blockchain explorer is entirely optional and does not affect in any way
the operation of either vAAA or vBCP. After performing the above modifications, the vAAA/vBCP
installation should be ready to operate at operational level, in a federated, consortium-blockchain
based mode, all members of the consortium blockchain being able to register entities and identities,
visible to and useable by all of them.
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Setting up initial trust
Having set up the infrastructure and figured out the ABAC rules required for proper operation (if
anything other than the default considerations of NRG-5) setting up the initial trust for the UE,
services and VNFs is definitely the next step. Note that in what follows, the operationalrecommended option of NRG-5 vAAA blockchain deployment is assumed.
Normally, building the initial trust in security contexts requires either setting it up in secure
environments or using a trusted entity as a validator/guarantee provider of the relevant procedures
(e.g. as happens with SSL certificates issuing). NRG-5 adopts this common approach, however
allowing the Utilities of the consortium blockchain to register identities and associated entities at will;
in this manner, the vendor lock-in at the level of identity management is achieved, since once the
identity of a UE has been set up, its identity is visible to all Utilities and may be transparently
managed by the blockchain in a trackable manner; Indeed, in traditional (and most modern) systems
the Utility and/or vendor lock-ins arise from the need to securely and unambiguously store and
manage the identity of the service clients. In the NRG-5 vAAA context, since the UE identity is
managed by the uPort DAPPs, it is possible to transparently and securely migrate UE identities
among different owners (e.g. Utilities), the migration of identities or, better, the identity management
stake ownership, being 100% traceable 14.
Upon instantiating a vAAA and a vBCP instance in their virtual networks, each Operator, member of
the consortium NRG-5 blockchain, should be able to generate identities and integrate them to the
supported UE (see previous paragraph for a discussion on the vAAA/vBCP deployment options). In
the NRG-5 source code repository, there is a dedicated project [52] that the blockchain administrative
members (Operators) may utilize in order to achieve lock-in free identity generation. Note that this
repository generates random passwords for locking and unlocking the Ethereum local TrustStore. In
case another mechanism for deriving a unique identifier guaranteeing UE identification (e.g. a
physical unclonable function as in the case of the 5G-NORM, or a dedicated hardware security
module), the relevant extract should be modified. In any case, this does not cancel the universal
character of the identity generation in the vAAA context and, certainly, does not diminish the ability
to offer identity management lock-in free strategies through NRG-5 vAAA and vBCP.

14

Traceability stems from the very nature of the blockchain since all transactions are securely and
transparently registered in the chain. The vAAA software stack exhibits the capability to re-play the list of
transactions in a blockchain whenever initiated, effectively offering validation services in cases that such a
service is needed.
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Figure 45: Snapshot of the identity generation process source code [52].

5.1.1.2 Oauth2.0-based AAA
The idea of having OAuth2.0 integrated into the next generation, 5G communication planes is not
new. Indeed, it has been actively promoted by ETSI (e.g. [53] and [54]) as well as other 5G-PPP
projects such as 5G-Ensure, which bases a large part of its AAA process on the OpenID and
Oauth2.0 protocol combination for authentication and authorization (see [55] and [56]), respectively.
Indeed, according to the ETSI GS NFV-SOL 005 specification related to NFV RESTful protocols
specification for the Os-Ma-nfvo Reference Point, OAuth2.0 is referred to as the core authorization
protocol for protecting the relevant APIs [57].
To this end, and although the blockchains-based operational mode of vAAA provides high-quality
AAA services, there are several cases in which its applicability is suboptimal, e.g. when used for
authorizing web services or very resource-constrained devices. In such cases, common identity and
access management services may be employed. As briefly presented, the vAAA function of NRG-5
employed in the context of NRG-5 is based on Keycloak (v5.x) [49]. The authorization policies
supported by vAAA via Keycloak may be based on a variety of relevant access control mechanisms
including [58]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attribute-based access control (ABAC) as in the case of the blockchain modality of vAAA;
Role-based access control (RBAC);
User-based access control (UBAC);
Context-based access control (CBAC);
Rule-based access control;
Time-based access control;
Support for custom access control mechanisms (ACMs) through a Policy Provider Service
Provider Interface (SPI).

Although it is possible and common to use OAuth2.0 as an authentication mechanism together with
the authorization one, NRG-5 has opted for an OpenID approach, which is considered to be more
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secure, more customizable and more easily integrateable by third party software stacks. The
following figure presents how keycloak achieves identity brokering through OpenID [59].

Figure 46: Identity brokering using Keycloak (source: [59]).

Regarding configuration, besides the standard OAuth2.0 AAA roles of the resource owner, resource
server, client application, and authorization server and the Keycloak defaults (admin, create-realm,
offline_access and uma_authorization for policy-based API protection), in the context of NRG-5, two
extra roles for the client of the vAAA-OAuth have been provided, one referring to the protection of
VNF functionalities and one referring to UE, as depicted in Figure 47. Other roles may be added later
through the administrative panel of Keycloak or can be easily tuned during initialization time, that is
automatedly during VNF instantiation time.
Usually, OAuth works in a centralized mode. The blockchains-based vAAA service is natively
clustered, as per the very nature of its underlying infrastructure, the blockchain. It is worth
highlighting, however, that the NRG-5 Oauth2.0 framework, being based off Keycloak, natively
supports clustering; in this sense, the federation of vAAA instances in the edge or backbone of an
Operator’s network will be automatically in sync, speeding up the AAA processing and granting scale
to a set of services that until recently were considered as centralized monoliths.
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Figure 47: NRG-5 default, pre-defined OAuth 2.0 roles.

5.2 vBCP: virtual Blockchain Processing
The virtual blockchain processing VNF (vBCP) acts as a gateway allowing multiple applications to
benefit from the security, immutability and transparency properties of Blockchain technology, without
dealing with Blockchain-specific development. The vBCP aims at allowing even resourceconstrained devices or legacy applications to be part of a Blockchain-enabled (distributed)
application. The vBCP is responsible for:
•

Blockchain access management: Through the tight integration with vAAA.

•

Transactions management: vBCP exposes RESTful APIs facilitating third-parties to
register transactions on the blockchain, regardless of the type of information or the purpose
lying behind its use, without necessitating the consumption of real cryptocurrency
equivalents.

•

Smart Contracts management: vBCP offers RESTful APIs enabling other applications and
VNFs to access smart contracts functionality, when the underlying blockchain infrastructure
supports it such as the Ethereum Blockchain [39].

•

Blockchain notification management: vBCP allows third party applications to register for
updates against a specific blockchain address holding a smart contract, so that they have
immediate notifications when the smart contract gets activated; this may allow easy
integration of blockchain events into generic real-time applications, offering a publishsubscribe alternative to traditional HTTP services.
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•

Data discovery: vBCP allows for the quick and easy discovery of data registered in the
blockchain by the UE and VNFs (whenever relevant) by means of a simple RESTful API that
does not require any blockchain-related support at the caller’s side.

The vBCP VNF allows applications to integrate with ETH BC infrastructures (public, consortium or
private) handling them not as distributed ledger technology instantiations but, rather, as a commodity
database system exposing API services with hardened security, reliability and immutability
characteristics.

5.2.1 vBCP VNF description
The basic architecture of vBCP has been presented in Figure 32. The VNF includes three main
(groups of) components namely the Relay Server, the Event Server and a collection of generic and
NRG-5 specific smart contracts acting like DAPPs on top of the ETH BC.
As presented above, the entry point of the vBCP will be the Relay Server, a web service serving
RESTful HTTP requests from the vBCP clients and interacting for their interest with the ETH BC
infrastructure. This interaction may be either in the form of interacting with DAPPs (SCs) or mediating
simple requests against the basic features of the underlying BC. For each of the two modalities, a
separate RESTful API category will be exposed.
In the case of simple BC requests, functionalities like querying about the current block number, the
list of transactions included in a block, the list of logs associated to a transaction etc. For a complete
list of possible information that could be eventually included in the specification of vBCP, the
interested reader is requested to have a look at [60]. Note, however, that for the present prototype,
a subset of all these capabilities will be implemented, based on the project needs. Further details
accompanied by the full listing of provided services will be provided in [61].
Table 6 provides a tabulated overview of the DAPPs currently provided by the vBCP context.
Table 6: List of DAPPs provided by the vBCP.

DAPP name

Description

EntityManager

Handles the UE and VNF entity types, such that their identities are
categorised
Handles data logging operations of the registered identities (UE and VNFs).

EntityDataManager

Indeed, as an extended measure of security, whenever a NRG-5 compliant device first enters the
blockchain (see paragraph 5.1.1.1.3 for details on the procedures related to the initial trust of UE
and VNFs), it needs to also register its entity type, available types currently being related to Smart
Meters and Drones, as well as the set of VNFs supported by the NRG-5 project (see Table 21 for
details). Based on its type, every entity (UE or VNF) can interact with the blockchain by invoking a
set of smart contracts as detailed below.
Table 7: Events supported by the EntityDataManager DAPP.

Event Name

Description

LogDesData

Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) vDES
instances
Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) drones

LogDroneData
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LogEsrCommand
LogMcmData
LogMmeData
LogMpaData
LogPmuBatchData
LogPmuData
LogResData
LogSmartMeterBatchData
LogSmartMeterData
LogVnfData

Handles the persistence of commands stemming from (already registered)
vESR instances
Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) vMCM
instances
Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) vMME
instances
Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) vMPA
instances
Handles the persistence of batch data stemming from (already registered)
vPMU instances and smart meters
Handles the persistence of (non-batch) data stemming from (already
registered) vPMU instances and smart meters
Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) vRES
instances
Handles the persistence of batch data stemming from (already registered)
Smart Meters
Handles the persistence of (non-batch) data stemming from (already
registered) smart meters
Handles the persistence of data stemming from (already registered) other
VNF instances

Notably, all the DAPPs above are protected by the vAAA VFN. In this sense, it is not possible to
invoke them directly but, rather, only through the vAAA Relay Server (or by properly transacting
against the TxRelay SC, bypassing the relevant RESTful API). The relevant procedures have already
been documented in the context of vAAA. It is worth highlighting that the NRG-5 consortium provides
a pre-compiled and ready to use python client so that the UE can interact with the blockchain without
knowing anything related to the blockchain per se. The code is open source and available at [46] so
alternative implementations potentially in other programming languages may be easily attained.
Every time a DAPP completes a designated and well-defined set of steps, an ETH event [62] will be
emitted, getting handled by the Event Server. The Event Server will feature a mechanism allowing
third party applications and contexts to connect to it and get information in a real-time or online
manner. This functionality will be backed up at least either by a publish-subscribe mechanism (e.g.
based on the well-known AMQP protocol [63]) or via a web-socket-based toolkit, facilitating real-time
web-applications integration. Alternatively, any third party will be able to get this information posted
to a pre-defined service API endpoint so that it may be further processed.
As regards the interaction of vBCP with the rest of the core VNFs of NRG-5, these are mostly
summarized in Figure 34 since the vBCP is a gateway to the ETH BC infrastructure, whose security
part severely lies on vAAA functionality and the relevant smart contracts. In any case, a generalized
sequence diagram that briefly overviews the sequence of control hand-overs between the vBCP
clients, vAAA and the vBCP is in Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Generic vBCP control flow sequence diagram.

Since vAAA and vBCP are very tightly connected, being utterly intertwined, the core architecture of
vBCP has been already described in the vAAA section. The vBCP core architecture is composed of
two components (vBCP Relay Server and vBCP Event Server) together with the DAPPs already
presented a few paragraphs before.
The vBCP Relay Server acts as a proxy between the UE (or other VNFs integrating with the
blockchain e.g. to store data) and the blockchain, particularly the Relay SC. Essentially, it exposes
part of the Relay SC in the form of a RESTful interface so that it might be exploited without
necessitating mining or operation of exotic blockchain technologies at the UE or VNF side. When
the request is not related to storing information or identities in the blockchain but, rather, to retrieving
data from the blockchain, the Relay Server seeks the data from the vBCP Event Server.
The vBCP Event Server is a component that integrates with the vBCP DAPPs acting in the form of
a cache, speeding up the data retrieval from the blockchain; whenever a transaction against one of
the vBCP DAPPs gets accepted by the blockchain and enters into a valid block, an Ethereum event
gets emitted and written in the transaction log of the blockchain. The vBCP Event Server handles
such events and stores them locally, always holding a local copy of the transaction logs of the
blockchain. Periodically, the event server performs a self-assessment, refreshing the database to
ensure integrity with the blockchain data. Similarly, the vBCP Event Server has the capability to rebuild its internal database once this has been destroyed or upon initialization.
Relay
Server
VNF
vLB
Relay
Server
VNF
Event
Server
VNF

xMEC level

ETH BC

Regional / Cloud level

Figure 49: vBCP architecture at SDN level.
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Just like the vAAA, the vBCP could be considered as a set of VNFs, rather than a singleton VNF.
Figure 49 offers an overview of the envisioned architecture at SDN level.

5.3 vMME
The 4G standard, created by 3GPP, describes a Radio Access Network (RAN) and a Core Network.
The RAN in 4G is called LTE (Long-Term Evolution) and together with the User Entity (UE) they form
the E-UTRAN. The core network is called EPC (Evolved Packet Core). Together E-UTRAN and EPC
constitute the EPS (Evolved Packet System).
As briefly mentioned in the D2.1 [6], the virtual Mobility Management Entity (vMME) is an extension
to the standard LTE MME, which in turn is part of the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). vMME provides
for idle mobile devices registration, paging and tagging (e.g. safeguarding the location of electric
vehicles (EVs) or mobile terminals such as drones in proximity to the associated base station). Also,
it assists to the UE handover procedure, where the UE migrates to an adjacent base station.
The vMME resides in the xMEC and it is part of the supporting group of VNFs, along with vAAA and
vBCP documented in the previous sections. Furthermore, vMME works closely with the device
handling VNFs: vTSD, vSON and vMCM. The NRG-5 vMME implementation is based on existing
open source software (that is openairinterface5G [64]) extended to support NRG-5 specific
functionality. vMME functionality is initially illustrated with a view on the LTE architecture and
subsequently is depicted as an extension of that model and elaborated on how vMME functionality
is enhanced to facilitate the NRG-5 specific services through NRG-5's core VNFs.

Figure 50: vMME in OAI network schema.

MME, HSS and the S/PGW compose the EPC system of the network. Figure 50 illustrates the
Openairinterface5G network schema. The OpenAirInterface5G (OAI) platform is a flexible solution
towards an open LTE ecosystem. The OAI platform offers an open-source software-based
implementation of the LTE system spanning the full protocol stack of the 3GPP standard both in EUTRAN and EPC. Notice that in the EPC, Serving Gateway (SGW) and PDN Network Gateway
(PGW) are modelled in the same module. A brief description of each component and its respective
role is presented below.
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Table 8: Standard MME and interfacing components description.

Component Description
HSS

SGW

PGW

MME

Basically, the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) is a database that contains all encrypted
user-related and subscriber-related information and acts as a database information
storage node. It interfaces with vMME for getting and providing the required subscriber
data. It also provides support functions in mobility management, call and session setup,
and in it assists with user authentication and access authorization.
Serving or Software Gateway (SGW). A single UE is served by one S-GW at any time,
but there can be multiple SGWs in the system. It receives instructions from vMME to
set up and tear down sessions for particular UE and acts as interface module for
signalling between PGW and MME. It takes care of user IP packets between PGW and
eNB. Lastly, it functions as IP router and handles user IP packets between E-UTRAN
and PGW.
Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW) provides access to external PDNs (Packet Data
Networks). UE may have multiple data sessions to multiple PDNs. In this case, UE can
be connected with multiple PGWs but it will still be served by only one SGWPacket
Data Gateway. PGW controls QoS and functionally it acts as an IP router.
Keeps track of user state whether ON or OFF, it communicates with HSS for security
keys and encrypted data. It is worth mentioning that UE can be registered with only
one MME at a time. Lastly it serves the user's location and state and provides for the
creation of an actual data session. In general, on one hand, it provides for procedures
related to mobility over an E-UTRAN access and on the other hand, provides session
management for the establishment and handling of user data.

In the context of NRG-5, the implementation of vMME will enrich the classical MME operations with
NRG-5 specific ones, so that integration at the level of the rest of the xMEC VNFs is possible, as
shown in Figure 51, where in blue the standard MME interfaces are highlighted, implemented as in
openairinterface5G, whereas in green the NRG-5 functionality is characterized. It is worth noting that
to support the following functionalities, vMME will feature a distributed architecture, allowing multiple
vMME instances located in different xMEC locations to interface with each other in order to
synchronize their contents and avoid having stale entries in the HSS related to the registered UE.
This interface will be similar to the standard S10 governing the relevant standard MME specifications,
but tailored to the specific needs of NRG-5.

5G UE

NRG-5 UE

vTSD, VSON

OpenairInterface5G

NRG-5 vMME
integration services
vMME

vMCM

vBCP/vAAA

vMME
vMME
vMME

Figure 51: NRG-5 vMME implementation architecture.
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5.3.1 vMME standard interfaces and interconnections
Adhering for reasons of backwards-compatibility with the common 3GPP LTE standards, the vMME
is connected via the S1-MME interface with the eNodeB (LTE or New Radio RAN), via a S11
interface with the SGW, via a S6a interface with the HSS and through S10 with another basestation's MME. In the following paragraph, some standard interfaces of MME are briefly overviewed
for reasons of clarity and completeness.

Figure 52: Standard MME placement and interfaces in the overall EPC architecture

Figure 52, presents the basic LTE core network schema components and their respective interfaces
used. UE and LTE or new Radio RAN compose the Evolved-UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (E-UTRAN) as the air interface in an LTE cellular network. LTE network schema and
therefore LTE specific procedures are natively supported by the adopted Openair network. Thus, a
brief illustration of the supported interfaces and key procedures that are performed through these
interfaces is well justified. In addition, backwards compatibility with LTE structure is a prerequisite
element for the NRG-5 network. In the next section most of the LTE EPS interfaces are described
along with their respective protocol stack.
5.3.1.1 6a Interface (to HSS)
In openairinterface5G, the S6a interface is implemented through threading architecture by Diameter
[65]. Diameter (protocol) Diameter is an authentication, authorization, and accounting protocol for
computer networks. It defines a policy protocol used by clients, AAA, and resource control.
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S6a
Figure 53: S6a Protocol Stack

The figure above illustrates that the Diameter protocol sits on top of the Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP). This protocol is especially important during traditional authentication
procedure that is triggered by the vMME towards HSS. However in the NRG-5 ecosystem S6a
interface specific functionality is mainly substituted by the use of vAAA which is responsible f or the
authentication and authorization procedures of the network. vAAA is being accessed through a HTTP
Rest-API that it exposes. Through that interface vMME requests and receives authentication details
regarding a particular UE.
5.3.1.2 S5/S8
An S5/S6 interface provides user plane tunnelling and tunnel management between Serving GW
and PDN GW. It is used for Serving GW relocation associated with UE mobility and where the
Serving GW needs to connect to a non-collocated PDN GW for the required PDN connectivity.
Technically, the S5 is identical as S8 interface with the difference that S8 is used when roaming
between different operators while S5 is network internal. Openairinterface5G and its Openair core
network (EPC) OpenairCN implements SGW and PGW in one model named SPGW, thus it doesn't
make use of that interface. However it is presented in this section, as part of the LTE EPC structure.
5.3.1.3 X2 interface
The X2 interface interconnects two eNBs. The protocol stack at which X2 resides is the same as the
S1 interface; specifically, it uses the SCTP protocol to establish a communication between two or
eNodeBs. This way, the succeeding eNB receives signalling information from the preceding eNB for
a UE that is roaming and is subject to a handover from the latter to the former. Similarly to s5/s8
interface, Openairinterface5G doesn't currently natively uses this interface for handover purposes. It
is mentioned here for the functionality that it offers in a conceptual level and its role during the
handover process. This is because in this 5G Base station approach, X2 interface functionality and
role can be substituted by the vMME or a vMME auxiliary module.
5.3.1.4 S10 interface MME to MME
The S10 interface is used by the MME to communicate with an MME in a different base station. It is
also used for MME relocation and MME-to-MME information transfer or handoff. It uses the GTPv2
tunnelling protocol.
The S10 interface facilitates user mobility between two MMEs providing for the transfer of the UE
context from one to the other. It is a GTPv2 control plane interface that supports E-UTRAN-toUTRAN (MME-to-MME) handover through:
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•
•
•

Tracking Area Update based inter-MME relocation,
Attaching at an eNodeB connected to a different MME,
S1 handover based inter-MME relocation.

The S10 protocol stack is the following:
UPD, TCP
Tunneling: IPv4/6 GTPv2-C
IP
L2
L1
Figure 54: S10 Protocol Stack

5.3.1.5 S1-MME interface to E-UTRAN
The integrated S1 MME interface stack consists of the Non-Access Stratum (NAS) which is the
highest stratum of the control plane. The Non-Access Stratum is a set of protocols in the EPC that
is used to convey non-radio signalling between the UE and the Mobility Management Entity (MME)
for an LTE/E-UTRAN access. The figure below illustrates the stack:

UE

LTE-Uu

eNodeB

S1-MME

MME

Figure 55: S1-MME LTE EPC control plane for E-UTRAN access, protocol layer stack

The S1 Application Part (S1-AP) offering functions such as Bearer management functions, initial
context transfer function, mobility functions for UE, paging, reset functionality, error reporting, UE
context release function and Status transfer. The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)
offering session management and reliable sequenced delivery of data with multiple unidirectional
streams, and IP, L2, L1. An overview of the standard interfaces supported by standard MME
functionality in the context of EPC is provided in [66].

5.3.2 vMME Functionality
The NRG-5 vMME prototype supports:
•

Registration Management: vMME will handle user equipment (UE) attaches and detaches to
the EPC system. This applies either to the UEs that have direct access to the network or in
cooperation with vTSD and vSON to the devices that don't have direct access to the NRG-5
network. Furthermore, Extending the classical MME implementation where the access details to
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the UE services are registered, the NRG-5 vMME will be able to also hold the exact location of
the UE based on GPS location services featured in the UE.
•

Tracking Area Management: vMME will (re)allocate a tracking area identity list to the UE,
aggregating all 5G terminals in the area and their communication requirements. Hence, it will be
made possible to respond to queries about devices that are not only in the tracking area of a
particular vMME, but about devices in the tracking area of vMME instances belonging to
neighbouring xMEC instances.

•

Mobility Management & Paging: vMME will provide for user equipment (UE) paging and
reachability along with seamless management of the UE mobility and activity related information,
including inter-RAT communication and handover support. In case of handover, vMME will notify
vMCM for the necessity of digital-twin migration procedure. Especially in case of NRG-5, mobile
management will be fine grained, optionally supported by GPS information of the UE (particularly
in the case of drones and EVs). This type of accurate UE location handling will be of particular
importance when it comes to managing drones and EVs since, bound with the vMCM, it will be
rendered possible for the relevant VNFs (e.g. the vDFC) to get the required data faster. In this
context, it will be made possible to notify the UE in cases where due to mobility, it will leave the
control of an NRG-5 xMEC node, potentially not being able to achieve continuity of services
related to NRG-5 (e.g. services offered by the general application or domain specific VNFs).

•

Network Access Control: vMME will collaborate with vAAA and vTSD to manage authentication
and authorization for the UE and facilitate UE access to the network to gain IP connectivity.

•

Lawful Intercept: Since the vMME will manage the control plane of the network, it will provide
the whereabouts of a UE to a law enforcement monitoring facility, supported by vBCP/vAAA.

•

Session Management: Another task that MME performs is the establishment of bearers. Since
it is not directly implicated in the exchange of user data packets between mobile devices and the
Internet, the MME establishes IP tunnels between the eNB and other EPC components as the
P-GW. This includes selection of a gateway router to the Internet if there is more than one
gateway available.

The above functionalities will be provided by means of a RESTful web service that exposes services
that pertain to GPS-based paging, 5G terminals aggregation, simplified mobility and session
management. With respect to 5G terminals aggregation, through its S10-like interface, the vMME
will be able to offer information about UE whose management domain lies in both the xMEC hosting
each inquired vMME instance, but also the neighboring vMMEs. On top of this UE list, the vMME will
be able to quickly provide aggregation functions (e.g. MAX, MIN, AVG, SUM over designated time
windows) which could prove to be useful for load balancing and performance metrics monitoring.
5.3.3

vMME Operation and Interoperability

Figure 56 below shows key parts of vMME and links with the other NRG-5 core VNFs.
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Figure 56: vMME VNFs interaction schema.

The basic interactions of vMME with the other NRG-5 core networking VNFs documented in this
deliverable are shown in the following table. They will be facilitated by the vMME prototype being
developed in NRG-5.

VNF

Interaction description

vTSD

Manage the list of UE that have been discovered or registered to the area covered by
the xMEC.
Extend the existing support for roaming management, paging and tracking of area
management functions 15.

vSON

Manage the reporting of the established UE communication paths and mobility activity
Support the radio resource management functionality.

vMCM

Offer SGW load balancing services by means of the virtual twins’ integration and
assistance for the creation and migration procedure.

vAAA

Support AAA at the level of either BC or OAuth 2.0 modalities of NRG-5 vAAA.

vBCP

Support services related to secure user packet communications.
Table 9: Summary of the vMME interactions with other NRG-5 VNFs.

The vMME is a key-control node for the NRG-5 and LTE access network. It is part of the device
handling NRG-5 VNFs and resides in the xMEC. It works in conjunction with the Evolved Packet
Core (EPC) and with all of the core NRG-5 VNFs. In the previous section, the supporting role of the
vMME was briefly described. In this part vMME's NRG-5 supporting functionality will be elaborated
on further. MME operation consists of Mobility Management procedures (e.g. UE Registration,
handover procedure) and Session Management procedures (e.g. Default Bearer connection
establishment). It must be mentioned that given that the Session Management procedures are
strongly dependant on the underlined architectural approach of the Core Network that is adopted
15

These functions are already possible in standard MME implementations; however, they will be extending
through the integration with vTSD and vSON. The extension will mostly refer to making the relevant operations
more flexible and dynamic, hence more resilient.
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and given the early stage of development process of the NRG-5 infrastructure, this section is leaning
in to a more detailed presentation of the Mobility Management procedures.

Figure 57: vMME positioning and interworking schema.

The figure above represents the MME interaction schema on a E-Utran/EPC model. The vMME VNF
(host) is situated in the xMEC. It communicates with HSS, SPGW and the 6 NRG-5 core VNFs.
Moving towards 5G, NRG-5 platform adopts 5G Service Based Architecture that comprises of
Network Functions (NF) and Service Based Interfaces (SBI) Figure 59. Figure 58, illustrates the 5G
core Service Based Architecture that NRG-5 platform has adopted. Mobility and Session
management are separated processes. Unified Data Management (UDM) performs parts of the
traditional LTE - Home Subscriber Server function whilst, Authentication Server Function (AUSF)
logic is provided by vAAA Network Function in the NRG-5 context.

Figure 58: NRG-5 5G core Service Based Architecture
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Figure 59: Service-Based Interface (Request - Reply and Subscribe - Notify)

NRG-5 core objectives lean towards smart energy realization using energy specific Network
Functions, which subsequently is the focus area of this work. Following the same point of view with
focus on NRG-5 specific interoperation mechanics, Figure 60, depicts the interworking VNFs schema
with 5G-NORM and the base station. As the figure illustrates vMME, in addition to the REST-full
interface that incorporates, implements MQTT messaging protocol. Through the MQTT protocol
whenever a new device is registered, updated, deleted or moved (on an other vMME) in the vMME,
vMME (host) pushes device ID information through MQTT and makes them available for the rest of
the NRG-5 VNFs.

Figure 60: vMME NRG-5 specific interworking schema
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The Mobility Management mechanism comprises of two additional components. The MME-client
which resides in a UE and vMME-reg (vMME registration unit) which is located in the cloud:
•
•

•

•

vMME-Client: An MQTT client initiated in the client during registration.
vMME-Reg: The vMME registration component situated in the cloud. It interconnects with all
vMME-Hosts. It holds the vMME_ID and the Geo-point (Geographic Coordinates) of the
geographic polygon governed by the associated vMME. It exposes an HTTP Rest-API for
interfacing with vMME-Host VNF.
vMME-Host: The host providing interfaces for communication with the core VNFs and exposed
through HTTP Rest-API. It is the main component governing the Mobility Management and
Session Management procedures. The vMME-Host communicates with the MME-Client through
the MQTT protocol persistent host.
Message payload: The payload contains the device id, device name. the current device
coordinated, previous vMME and the device topic. As it is referred and above the device topic
is compliant to

5.3.3.1 Registration Management UE
The Registration/Attachment of a UE to the network can be performed by a device that either is
connected directly to the 5G-Base station, or is a member of a mesh network and connects to the
NRG-5 with the assistance of vTSD and vSON VNFs. The process of registration for the first case
is presented in the figure below. The steps of the process shown in the figure are explained in more
detail in the table on the next page.
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Figure 61: UE Registration request to EPC.

Table 10: vMME registration management.

Step
1

2
3

4
5
6

Description
The UE initiates the Attach procedure by transmitting of an Attach Request message and
an indication of the Selected Network to the eNodeB. UE_ID and LOCATION (optional) are
included.
The eNodeB forwards the Attach Request message to the MME contained in an S1-MME
control message (Initial UE message).
If no UE context for the UE exists in the network, then authentication is mandatory.
Otherwise this step is optional. The authentication process involves authentication and
establishment of a NAS level security association with the UE in order to protect further
NAS protocol messages.
AAA replies to the MME and if it is successful it proceeds to the next step.
The MME sends an Update Request to the vMME host updating or creating a new entry
for that specific UE (MME Identity, UE_ID, UE_LOCATION) to the HSS.
The HSS/UDM acknowledges the Update Location message by sending an Update
Location Ack to the MME. This message also contains the Insert Subscriber Data (UE_ID)
Request.
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7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

The MME selects an S-GW and allocates an EPS Bearer Identity for the Default Bearer
associated with the UE. If the PDN subscription context contains no P-GW address the
MME selects a P-GW as described in clause "PDN GW selection function". Then it sends
a Create Default Bearer Request (IMSI, MME Context ID, APN, RAT type, Default Bearer
QoS, PDN Address Allocation, AMBR, EPS Bearer Identity, Protocol Configuration
Options, ME Identity, and User Location Information) message to the selected S-GW.
The S-GW creates a new entry in its EPS Bearer table and sends a Create Default Bearer
Request (UE_ID, APN, S-GW Address for the user plane, S-GW ID of the user plane, SGW ID of the control plane, RAT type, Default Bearer QoS, PDN Address Allocation,
AMBR, EPS Bearer Identity, Protocol Configuration Options, User Location Information)
message to the P-GW.
The P-GW returns a Create Default Bearer Response (P-GW Address for the user plane,
P-GW ID of the user plane, P-GW ID of the control plane, PDN Address Information, EPS
Bearer Identity, Protocol Configuration Options) message to the S-GW. PDN Address
Information is included if the P-GW allocated a PDN address Based on PDN Address
Allocation received in the Create Default Bearer Request.PDN Address Information
contains an IPv4 address for IPv4 and/or an IPv6 prefix and an Interface Identifier for IPv6.
The P-GW takes into account the UE IP version capability indicated in the PDN Address
Allocation and the policies of operator when the P-GW allocates the PDN Address
Information. Whether the IP address is negotiated by the UE after completion of the Attach
procedure, this is indicated in the Create Default Bearer Response.
The Downlink (DL) Data can start flowing towards S-GW. The S-GW buffers the data
The S-GW returns a Create Default Bearer Response (PDN Address Information, S-GW
address for User Plane, S-GW ID for User Plane, S-GW Context ID, EPS Bearer Identity,
Protocol Configuration Options) message to the MME. PDN Address Information is
included if it was provided by the P-GW
The MME sends an Attach Accept (APN, GUTI, PDN Address Information, TAI List, EPS
Bearer Identity, Session Management Configuration IE, and Protocol Configuration
Options) message to the eNodeB.
The eNodeB sends Radio Bearer Establishment Request including the EPS Radio Bearer
Identity to the UE. The Attach Accept message is also sent along to the UE
The UE sends the Radio Bearer Establishment Response to the eNodeB. In this message,
the Attach Complete message (EPS Bearer Identity) is included.
The eNodeB forwards the Attach Complete (EPS Bearer Identity) message to the MME.
The Attach is complete and UE sends data over the default bearer. At this time the UE can
send uplink packets towards the eNodeB which are then tunnelled to the S-GW and P-GW.
Since the attachment is completed the MME signals MCM to initiate the procedure of
creating a Digital-Twin for the UE
MCM returns an acknowledge request

5.3.3.2 Paging Procedure
Paging is initiated when there is data to be sent to an idle UE to trigger a service request from the
UE. Once the UE reaches a connected state, the data is forwarded to it. Paging retransmission can
be controlled by configuring a paging-timer and retransmission attempts on system.
The vMME instance includes a background mechanism that removes devices that are inactive for
more than 5 minutes. Device information is send to other parties through MQTT and that particular
information is also removed from ElasticSearch.
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5.3.3.3 GPS coordinates handling
Another enhancement over the original EPC implementation is the incorporation of the GPS
coordinates element. The location element is really important in NRG-5 as it constitutes an additional
means of control that fuels the provision of the desired NRG-5 functionality, especially during
(seamless) handover process, etc. We assume that a vMME serving area is a polygon with Geopoint pairs of coordinates and a user equipment device is able to connect to a specific vMME when
is inside that polygon area. So during the device registration the vMME checks if the device
coordinates are included in its Geo-polygon. The Sharpely Python library 16 is used to examine if a
device is in vMME’s range and to find other vMMEs close to a given pair of coordinates.
vMME uses ElasticSearch geo queries API to find out which devices are in range of the current
vMME and saves these devices to ElasticSearch storage system. Kibana has Dev management
tools that facilitate queries for registered devices against ElasticSearch.
5.3.3.4 Messaging protocol
The communication with other vnfs and third parties is operated through MQTT protocol. More
specifically the vMME use its topic and send information about the status of the registered devices
to the vMME. More specifically the other parties are informed when i device registered, updated,
deleted or moved to another one vMME. Figure 62, illustrates the MQTT messaging and the
interaction between UE, MME and MME Registration Component in an abstract handover procedure.
Base Station 1
UE1
Client
producer/
consumer

UE1 Sends data to
vMME1 (MQTT)

vMME sends info
to migrate (MQTT)

HSS
1

If UE1 not in
range

vMME
1
Producer/consumer

vMME-reg sends
info for another
vMME

UE1 sends data to
vMME2 (MQTT)

MME
Registration
Component

Base Station 2

UE 2

HSS

Client
producer
vMME
2

vMME2 registers
UE1 to HSS2

2

Producer/consumer

Figure 62: MME abstract handover procedure using MQTT

The vMME consumer uses the mosquitto server as MQTT broker. Each device has a MQTT topic
that follows the pattern “/device/#’. The symbol # matches every string as many times you want. So
valid topics are /device/device_1, /device/device@ but not /@@/device etc.

16

https://pypi.org/project/Shapely/
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During installation, the dockerized vMME instance installs the following docker containers that is
used from the vMME instance, all the running containers are hosted on the same docker network.
●

ElasticSearch

●

KIbana

●

postgres db

●

redis server

●

mosquitto server

During initialization, the vMME instance provides also and APIs to communicate with other
applications, or to provide the ability to users to test its functionalities. A vMME instance is associated
with a geographical area so before to interact with other devices or vnfs the vMME must be initialized.
More specifically we must provide the vMME with information such as its id, name, ip_address, its
topic and the area that is in its range.
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6 Conclusions
This document provided the final design architecture and implementation details of the NRG-5 lowlevel, networking VNFs, updating and completely overriding D2.1 and D2.2, which should be
considered as obsolete. While D2.1 and D2.2 focused on the core networking and abstractionenabling VNFs and mobility management, respectively, this deliverable aims at detailing the VNFs
related to the security and trust management entities that could enable identity lock-in free operation
of 5G networks and relative smart energy services, namely vAAA and vBCP. Updates on the
previously documented VFNs (vTSD, vSON, vMCM and vMME) were also provided to better reflect
the project activities and better support the NRG-5 smart energy use cases.
The architecture of all six VNFs has been presented and details on their implementation and exposed
services have been provided. In an attempt to showcase the interworking of the NRG-5 low level
VNFs as a whole, two relevant operational scenarios were presented and discussed, representing
relevant use cases of the smart energy domain.
Benchmarking and evaluation of the VNFs was not attempted in this document series since such
processes are considered as out of scope. Relevant information will be provided in the project
deliverable D4.4, entitled “Final NRG-5 laboratory validation” and D5.3 “Final assessment and
Replication Guidelines”.
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7 Appendix A. API Documentation
7.1 vSON API
7.1.1 Data model
The following tables describe key data models used by vSON.
Table 11: Data model of a vSON topology object.
Topology Representation
Property
Type
Description
ID

String

Hexadecimal string

nodes

List [Node]

List of the nodes contained in the topology

metric

String

Policy used to optimize the topology

ntup

float

Topology update period in seconds

alpha

integer

Drives the topology optimization refresh time

Table 12: Data model of a vSON Node object.
Node Representation
Property
Type

Description

ID

String

Hexadecimal string

reg

List [Node]

List of the nodes contained in the topology

sign

String

Policy used to optimize the topology

descr

float

Topology update period in seconds

batt

integer

Drives the topology optimization refresh time

N

integer

Number of interfaces available (network adapters)

intfs

List [interface]

List of the available interfaces

bs

bool

Indicates if the node is a Base Station

alive

bool

Indicates if the Periodic report is being received

M

integer

Number of outgoing links

o_links

List [link]

List of outgoing links

I_links

List [link]

List of ingoing links

dptr

string

URL of the assigned DPTR
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Table 13: Data model of a vSON link object.
Link Representation
Property
Type

Description

beginID

string

Start Node ID

endID

string

End Node ID

lq

float

Quality index of the link

intf_idx

integer

Interface index on which the link is present

Table 14: Data model of a vSON interface object
Interface Representation
Property
Type

Description

index

String

Index of the interfaces in the node

quality

List [Node]

Quality of the communications on the interface

7.1.2 API Documentation
In what follows, the API documentation of vSON is provided. Regarding service endpoint URLs, only
the relative path is advertised, the base path being always implied to be in the form https://IP:PORT/.
7.1.2.1 Register a Device
Title

Register a Device

URL
/topology/nodes/<string:str_ID>
Method
POST
Required URL Parameters
Device ID in hex format (e.g. “0x000”)

str_ID=[string]
Optional URL Parameters
-

-

Required Data Parameters
signature=[integer]

Signature provided by vAAA-client

Registered=[bool]

Indicates if the device is registered in vMME

Optional Data Parameters
Description=[string]

Optional description

bs=[bool]

Indicates if the device is a Base Station

Success response
200
Content: <Node description>

Node has successfully been inserted in the topology.

Error responses
400

Node already existent
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500

Internal server error

Sample call
$ curl -X POST https://<IP>:<PORT>/topology/nodes/0x0001/" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d '{
"ID": "newID",
"description": "nodo di prova",
"signature": "0xc22377ffcd7a890b9d99660e37373dd3ff",
"registered": 1
}'

7.1.2.2 Update a device
Title

Update a Device

URL
/topology/nodes/<string:str_ID>
Method
PUT
Required URL Parameters
Device ID in hex format (e.g. “0x000”)

str_ID=[string]
Optional URL Parameters
-

-

Optional Data Parameters
battery=[int]

Indicates if the device is registered in vMME

intfs=[list[interface]]

List of interface type object

nbrs=[list[string]]

List of device ID in the neighborhood

Success response
200
Content: <Node description>

Node has successfully been inserted in the topology.

Error responses
401

Node not present, unauthorized to add

Sample call
$ curl -X PUT https://<IP>:<PORT>/topology/nodes/0x0001/" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d '{
"battery": 100,
" intfs ": [
{
"index": "0x0000",
"quality": []
}
],
"nbrs": [
"0x0002",
"0x0003"
]
}'
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7.1.2.3 Delete a device
Title

Delete a Device

URL
/topology/nodes/<string:str_ID>
Method
DELETE
Required URL Parameters
Device ID in hex format (e.g. “0x000”)

str_ID=[string]
Success response
200
Content: <Node description>

Node has successfully been deleted in the topology.

Error responses
404

Node not found

Sample call
$ curl -X DELETE https://<IP>:<PORT>/topology/nodes/0x0001/"

7.1.2.4 Delete a node’s topology
Title

Get Topology

URL
/topology
Method
GET
Success response
200
Content: <Topology> in JSON
Error responses
404

Topology not found

Sample call
$ curl -X DELETE https://<IP>:<PORT>/topology/nodes/0x0001/"
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7.2 vMCM API
7.2.1 Data model
The following tables describe key data models used by vMCM:
Table 15: Data model of a vMCM virtual twin (thing) representation.
Thing (virtual twin) Representation
Property
Type
Description
thingId

String

The ID of the Thing - has to:
- contain the mandatory namespace prefix (java package notation plus the “:” colon)
- conform to RFC-2396 (URI)

policyId

String

The ID of the access policy for the thing - has to:
- contain the mandatory namespace prefix (java package notation plus the “:” colon)
- conform to RFC-2396 (URI)

attributes

String

Attributes are values associated with the thing that change infrequently or not at all e.g.
firmware version or manufacturer.

features

String

Features represent values associated with the thing that do change frequency such as
sensor measurements

Table 16: Data model of a vMCM policy representation.
Policy Representation
Property
Type

Description

policyId

String

The ID of the access policy - has to:
- contain the mandatory namespace prefix (java package notation plus the “:” colon)
- conform to RFC-2396 (URI)

entries

String

Policy entries containing one policy entry for each label

Table 17: Data model of a vMCM policy entry.
Policy Entry
Property

Type

Description

label

String

Name of the policy entry

entry

String

Policy entry containing subjects and resources

Table 18: Data model of a vMCM policy subject entry.
Policy Subject Entry
Property
Type

Description

type

Type of subject

String
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Table 19: Data model of a vMCM resource entry.
Resource Entry
Property
Type

Description

thing

String

Id of thing or attributes within thing to be restricted

effect

String

i.e. grant or revoke

permission

String

i.e. READ or WRITE

7.2.2 API documentation
The following is a description of the API calls of vMCM that are required to implement the
demonstration described elsewhere in this deliverable. This includes creating or updating a digital
twin, creating or updating an access policy and sending a command message to a device via its
digital twin. A much wider API is supported by the Eclipse Ditto service.
An indicative base URL for vMCM is http://vMCM.researchplatform.bt.com:8080/, however in the
following the generic http://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/ is assumed. Commands can be issued to a digital
twin or a real device using the Ditto protocol over a WebSocket binding. A typical URL to make a
WebSocket connection is ws://10.255.22.84:8080/ws/2. In what follows, only the relative URL will be
advertised in the tables, implying invocation of the RESTful APIs.
It is worth noting that the vMCM exposes a self-documentation API service featuring an OpenAPI
7.2.2.1 Create or update a thing
Title

Create or update a digital twin (thing)

URL
/api/2/things/<id>
Method
PUT
Required URL Parameters
id=[String]

The ID of the Thing. It has to:
• contain the mandatory namespace prefix (java package
notation plus the “:” colon)
• conform to RFC-2396 (URI)
Example: "org.nrg5:NORM0001"

Required Data Parameters
thing=[Thing]

The thing to create or update

Success response
201

The thing was successfully created

204

The thing was successfully modified

Error responses
400

The request could not be completed. Either the thingId is noncompliant or the JSON was invalid or did not contain a valid thingId

401

Missing authentication

403

Authentication failed / insufficient permission
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Sample call
curl -X PUT \
http://<vMCM_IP>:8080/api/2/things/org.nrg5:NORM0001 \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{
"thingId": "org.nrg5:NORM0001",
"policyId": "org.nrg5:NORMPOLICY0001",
"attributes": {
"firmware": v1.0,
"software": v1.0,
"manufacturer": "ACME corp"
},
"features": {
"PotentialDifference": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 240,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "V"
}
}
},
"Current": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 8,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "A"
}
}
},
"ActivePower": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 800,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "W"
}
}
},
"ReactivePower": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 1000,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "W"
}
}
}
}
}'
Notes
The body of the API call is a JSON object that represents the thing to be created or updated. An example
body is shown below. This contains 4 top level members which are thingID, polidcyId, attributes and
features. thingID includes the namespace and the id of the entity and should match that used in the URI.
policyId refers to the pre-existing policy that is used for authorisation (see below). Attributes are values
associated with the thing that change infrequently or not at all e.g. firmware version or manufacturer.
Features represent values associated with the thing that do change frequency such as sensor
measurements. In the smart meter emulator sample there are four features (potential difference, current,
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active and reactive power). Each has a property – status – which includes the value, when it was measured
and the units used for the measurement.

7.2.2.2 Create or update a policy
/api/2/policies/<param1>
URL17
Method PUT
Headers {"ContentType": "application/json"}
JSON object
Body

The service creates or modifies an existing policy
Property
param1

Type

Description

Example

String

The ID of the Policy - has to:
- contain the mandatory namespace
prefix (java package notation + : colon)
- conform to RFC-2396 (URI)

"org.nrg5:NORMPOLICY0001"

Title

<Description>

URL
/api/2/policies/<id>
Method
PUT
Required URL Parameters
id=[String]

The ID of the Policy - has to:
• contain the mandatory namespace prefix (java package
notation + : colon)
• conform to RFC-2396 (URI)
Example: "org.nrg5:NORMPOLICY0001"

Required Data Parameters
Policy=[Policy]

The policy object to create or update

Success response
201

The policy was successfully created

204

The policy was successfully modified

Error responses
400

The request could not be completed. Either the policyId is noncompliant or the JSON was invalid or did not contain a valid
policyId

401

Missing authentication

403

Authentication failed / insufficient permission

Sample call
curl -X PUT \
http://<vMCM_IP>:8080/api/2/policies/org.nrg5:NORMPOLICY0001 \

17

Relative path (for the full URL, one would have to concatenate the base and the relative URL).
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-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{
"policyId": "org.nrg5:NORMPOLICY0001",
"entries": {
"owner": {
"subjects": {
"nginx:ditto": {
"type": "nginx basic auth user"
}
},
"resources": {
"thing:/": {
"grant": ["READ", "WRITE"],
"revoke": []
},
"policy:/": {
"grant": ["READ", "WRITE"],
"revoke": []
},
"message:/": {
"grant": ["READ", "WRITE"],
"revoke": []
}
}
},
"observer": {
"subjects": {
"nginx:observer-client": {
"type": "technical client"
},
"nginx:some-users": {
"type": "a group of users"
}
},
"resources": {
"thing:/features/PotentialDifference": {
"grant": ["READ"],
"revoke": []
},
"thing:/features/Current": {
"grant": ["READ"],
"revoke": []
},
"thing:/features/ActivePower": {
"grant": ["READ"],
"revoke": []
},
"thing:/features/ReactivePower": {
"grant": ["READ"],
"revoke": []
}
}
}
}
}
}'
Notes
The body of the call is a JSON object which describes the policy to be created or updated. An example
policy is shown above which provides authorisation for two different subjects. The first is the owner of the
thing in question which is granted with read and write access to the thing(s), policies and resources
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(associated with the policy). The second subject is an observer who is granted read access to a set of
features of the thing.

7.2.2.3 Send a command to a digital twin or real device (WS service)
A subscription to live commands can then be made by sending the following message to Ditto:
START-SEND-LIVE-COMMANDS

which is acknowledged with:
START-SEND-LIVE-COMMANDS:ACK

The following is an example command to modify a property of a feature:
{
"topic": "org.nrg5/NORM0001/things/live/commands/modify",
"headers": {},
"path": "/features/status_updates/properties/enabled",
"value": false
}
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7.3 vBCP Relay Server API documentation
The vBCP Relay Server API may be classified into two major categories; APIs for use by:
•
•

The operators (for management purposes, that is for registering identities before they are
used),
vBCP/vAAA users and service consumers.

In the following, the common data model description is provided, followed by separate API
descriptions for the two API modes aforementioned.

7.3.1 Data model
In this paragraph, the data model used for interacting with vBCP is tabulated.
Table 20: Data model of Nonce objects.
Nonce
Property

Type

Description

nonce

Integer

The nonce value of a vAAA account (the nonce value is typically the number of
transactions of an account)

Table 21: Data model of Entity objects.
Entity
Property

Type

Description

entity_address

String(42)

The entity address (public key) in the blockchain infrastructure

identity

String(42)

The uPort identity address of the service consumer.

entity_type

String

The type of the entity. Allowed values are currently:
1.
vnf
2.
smart_meter
3.
pmu
4.
des
5.
res
6.
esr
7.
drone

Table 22: Data model of Transaction Hash objects.
Transaction Hash
Property

Type

Description

tx_hash

String(66)

The transaction hash acquired after a transaction with the vBCP BC
infrastructure

Table 23: Data model of Entity Address objects.
Entity Address
Property

Type

Description
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address

String(42)

The address (public key) of an entity in the BC

Table 24: Data model of Signed Entity Message objects.
Signed Entity Message
Property

Type

Description

message

String

The entity message that should be checked against integrity and identity validation

hash

String(66)

The SHA3 hash of the entity message

signature

String(132)

The Ethereum signature of the hash of the entity message

Table 25: Data model of Identity creation request objects.
Identity Creation Request
Property

Type

Description

address

String(42)

The BC address (public key) of the identity owner.

recovery_key

String(42)

The recovery BC address that should be used to create the identity. The recovery
address is generally used to help the user recover control if they lose their key.

Table 26: Data model of vAAA Identity objects.
vAAA Identity
Property

Type

Description

identity

String(42)

The uPort identity address of the service consumer

owner

String(42)

The BC address of the user that holds the identity.

recovery_key

String(42)

The BC recovery address that was used to create the identity.

block_number

Integer

The block number that contains the transaction holding the information related to
the identity object

block_hash

String(66)

The hash of the block that contains the transaction holding the information related
to the identity object

Table 27: Data model of Relayable Transaction objects.
Relayable Transaction
Property

Type

Description

v

Integer

The ECDSA recovery id

r

String(66)

The ECDSA r value

s

String(66)

The ECDSA s value

destination

String(42)

The Smart Contract to activate

data

String

The data to relay

whitelist_owner

String(42)

[Optional] The owner of a specific whitelist in the txRelay contract. Can be the
zero address for no whitelist; this is the default value
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Table 28: Data model of an Event argument
Event Argument
Property

Type

Description

payload

String

The stringified payload of the event

identity

String(42)

The identity that sent the payload to be stored

timestamp

Datetime

The datetime that the information arrived in ISO8601 format

entityAddress

String(42)

The address of the entity associated to the identity

Table 29: Data model of BlockchainEvent objects
BlockchainEvent
Property

Type

Description

name

String

The name of the event rerieved (see Table 7)

args

Event Argument

The data stored in strigified format

log_index

Integer

The index of the event log in the transaction

tx_index

Integer

The index of the transaction in the block

tx_hash

String(66)

The transaction hash containing the event

block_number

Integer

The number of the block holding the transaction holding the event

block_hash

String(66)

The block hash

address

String(42)

Contract address that the event originated from

created

Datetime

The time that the block got accepted into the blockchain in ISO8601 format

Table 30: Data model of paginated list of BlockchainEvent objects.
Paginated list of BlockhainEvent
Property

Type

Description

count

Integer

The count of the current page of results

next

String

The string of the next page of results

previous

String

The string of the previous page of results

results

List<BlockchainEvent>

The list of discovered blockchain events

7.3.2 API documentation
In the following, the service APIs of the vBCP and vAAA are presented, in a combined manner, split
into management and user-space APIs. In all cases, the URL provided in relative, the absolute being
formulated as https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/.
It is worth mentioning that the service also features a Swagger interface available at
https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/swagger, based on the OpenAPI specification, as shown below.
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Figure 63: Snapshot of the vBCP API documentation service.

The following table contains information on the common response status codes for all vBCP API
services.
Table 31: Common response status codes for all vBCP API services.
Status code

Description

405

Method not allowed (e.g. performed a GET request whereas a POST was expected by the web
service)

406

Unsupported media type (e.g. the Content-Type is application/xml and not application/json)

500

Internal server error

7.3.2.1 Management API
The management API is destined to be used for administrative purposes only, is not available to UE
third-party services and VNFs. To this end, it is password-protected, the password being
configurable at vAAA instantiation time.
Request an identity creation
Title

Create identity

URL
/identity/create
Method
POST
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Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json. Further, the
authentication details should be provided, by means of the base64
encoded token to use for authenticating against the API services of vBCP
(basic Authentication). The relevant header should be in the form
“Authorization: Basic <token>”.

body=[Identity Creation
Request]

The address and recovery key (Identity creation request - Table
25) to be used to create the identity for.

Success response
200
Content: Transaction hash

The request was successfully registered in a transaction. The
response is the transaction hash (see Table 22).

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed.

404

Could not find specified address.

Sample call
curl -X POST https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/identity/create/" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-H "Authorization: Basic 9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a=="
-d '{
"address": "0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a",
"recovery_key": "0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a"
}'
Status code: 200
{
"tx_hash":
"0x2d04df232148a365fe0179ac23039c0eda225695fe171afc47f9ecb09e3b567e"
}
Notes
This service should be used to register a new identity into vAAA (effectively instantiating a uPort Identity);
since vAAA is largely based on the uPort specification, the creation of identities is necessary for all vAAA
users. Note that the address should have already been registered into the BC.
The fact that a transaction has gets returned implies that when a request for a new identity is performed,
the operator is not able to retrieve the identity at the time of request. Instead, they will have to wait for the
relevant request to be incorporated in a transaction that gets accepted in a properly mined block of the BC
(incurring a delay that depends on the block generation rate of the BC infrastructure, typically around 17s
for Ethereum). The transaction hash that is returned as a response to the identity creation request can be
used at a later time to retrieve the actual identity initially requested.
In the indicative (successful) invocation of the service for registering a new identity for the address
0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a is presented. In this example, the recovery key
attribute of the Identity Creation Request object is set to be the same as the address (public key); this means
that once the public key of the user is lost, there is no possibility for recovery.

Retrieve an identity
Title

Retrieve an identity out of a transaction hash

URL
/identity/transaction/<tx_hash>/retrieve/
Method
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GET
Required URL Parameters
The transaction hash associated with the identity creation request (see
previous paragraph). Example value is
“0x2d04df232148a365fe0179ac23039c0eda225695fe171afc47f9ecb09
e3b567e”

tx_hash=[String(66)]

Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json. Further, the authentication
details should be provided, by means of the base64 encoded token to use for
authenticating against the API services of vBCP (basic Authentication). The
relevant header should be in the form “Authorization: Basic <token>”.

Success response
200
Content: vAAA Identity

The transaction was successfully inserted into the BC and the identity was created
and served. Returns the vAAA identity object related to the URL-specified

transaction hash (see Table 26).
Error responses
404

Could not find specified transaction.

Sample call
curl -H "Authorization: Basic 9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a==" \
https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/identity/transaction/0x2d04df232148a365fe0179ac2303
9c0eda225695fe171afc47f9ecb09e3b567e/retrieve/
Status code: 200
{
"identity": "0xf2735fa1601ec44Ce8b1A9FC504973d18c34af7B",
"owner": "0x9EfEe29e8fDf2c925266de5502ABDf3f13ADac9a",
"recovery_key": "0x9EfEe29e8fDf2c925266de5502ABDf3f13ADac9a",
"block_number": 79363,
"block_hash":
"0x36ba68c9614cf39136924333aef5a79054aeb8be900132c33f942674595f764b"
}

Notes
This service should be used to acquire by the operators in order to retrieve an identity, after the successful
invocation of the identity creation request service and after the returned transaction has made it into a block
accepted in the BC.

Register a new entity
Title

Create a new entity

URL
/entity/register/
Method
POST
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json. Further, the
authentication details should be provided, by means of the base64
encoded token to use for authenticating against the API services of vBCP
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(basic Authentication). The relevant header should be in the form
“Authorization: Basic <token>”.

body=[Entity]

The entity to create (see Table 21)

Success response
200
Content: Transaction hash

The request was successfully registered in a transaction. The response
is the transaction hash (see Table 22).

Error responses
400

The provided data is invalid or malformed

403

The smart contract rolled back (declined) the transaction

Sample call
curl -X POST https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/identity/create/" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-H "Authorization: Basic 9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a=="
-d '{
"entity_address": "0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a",
"identity": "0xf2735fa1601ec44Ce8b1A9FC504973d18c34af7B",
"entity_type": "smart_meter"
}'

Status code: 200
{
"tx_hash":
"0x069fecae22110214119226ce86985df4e81f52c4c1c22b5e50a8fda27ac6b92a"
}
Notes
Having registered an entity address and associated an identity to that address, the next step is to define the
type of the entity. The present service serves this cause.
The response body should be of type Entity and the response body is a Transaction Hash object; the entity
type registration is once again non-real time since it has to be registered in the BC. However, if a transaction
hash is acquired, no extra information is required for the entity to be ready to interact with the NRG-5 BC
infrastructure.

7.3.2.2 User-space API
The user-space API is meant to be used by UE and VNFs and is protected by means of the vAAA
smart contracts.
Get the nonce of an Address
Title

Get the nonce of an entity address

URL
/address/<address>/nonce
Method
GET
Required URL Parameters
address=[String(42)]

The address to fetch the nonce for. Example value is
“0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a ”

Success response
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200
Content: Nonce object

The TxRelay nonce value was retrieved successfully. Returns the nonce
value object related to the URL-specified address (see Table 20).

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed.

404

Could not find nonce for the specified address.

500

Internal server error

Sample call
curl
https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/address/0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a/
nonce
Status code: 200
{
"nonce": 0
}

Notes
This service is used to retrieve the nonce of an address in the ETH blockchain. The nonce value is necessary
in situations when an address needs to interact with a smart contract; by including the nonce in the request
(e.g. in the case of invoking the service for relaying a raw transaction), double spending in ETH contexts is
prohibited.

Entity verification
Title

Verify an entity

URL
/entity/verify/<entity_type>/
Method
POST
Required URL parameters
The entity type. Allowed values are provided in Table 21, where the
Entity data model is tabulated.

entity_type=[String]
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json.

body=[Address]

The address of the entity to validate (see Table 23)

Success response
200

The entity type was verified to be the same as the one specified in the
URL parameter.

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed

401

Entity type is not verified (Unauthorized)

500

Internal server error

Sample call
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curl -X POST "https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/entity/verify/vnf/" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d '{
"address": "0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a"
}'
Status code: 401
Notes
This service may be used by a third party so that they can verify that an address has the role that it claims
to have (e.g. entity that claims to be a VNF and performs a request against a service is, indeed a VNF).
In the example, an indicative (failed) invocation of the service for retrieving the entity type of the address
0x9efee29e8fdf2c925266de5502abdf3f13adac9a is presented.

Signature-based entity verification (non-interactive AAA)
Title

Signature-based entity verification (non-interactive AAA)

URL
/entity/verify/<entity_type>/signature
Method
POST
Required URL parameters
The entity type. Allowed values are provided in Table 21, where the
Entity data model is tabulated.

entity_type=[String]
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json.

body=[Singed Entity Message]

The message of the entity to validate (see Table 23)

Success response
200
Content: Transaction hash

The message was validated and a transaction has was acquired
by vBCP and returned back as a response.

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed

401

Entity signature is not verified (Unauthorized)

500

Internal server error

Sample call
curl -X POST "https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/entity/verify/vnf/signature" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d ' {
"message": {
"energy": 5,
"unit": "kWh"
},
"hash": "0xa922deda6210c6ae97feac8e2819b978144aebfae1cfae83afb36fd2c7ced7b0",
"signature": "0x11fd0ce11fa492208ba020af799ff7a47d7f0c40795a6eca6fbaf214473ac1456218
d42fa323c68b16f734da9e4c2cc4d4b50765a08de8fa4ec9f1c6936c17ec1b"
}'

Status code: 401
Notes
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This service may be used by a third party so that they can verify that the address that derives from the
provided signature and hashes is a valid Entity of the given type. Further, it is used to check the integrity of
the message sent.
In the example, an indicative invocation of the service for verifying that an entity claiming that is a VNF is,
indeed, a VNF and that the delivered data are valid is presented. In this particular example, the message
that was hashed and signed was a JSON {"energy": "5", "unit": "kWh"}. In this case, the
validation was unsuccessful, meaning that the entity claiming that it is a VNF sent some data but either the
calculated address was wrong, or the entity was not registered as a VNF or the message was characterized
by a loss of integrity (e.g. the signature did not match the hash).

Relay of a transaction
Title

Relay of a transaction

URL
/entity/verify/<entity_type>/signature
Method
POST
Required URL parameters
The entity type. Allowed values are provided in Table 21, where the
Entity data model is tabulated.

entity_type=[String]
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json.

body=[Relayable Transaction]

The signed raw transaction to store (see Table 24)

Success response
200 Transaction Hash

The entity signature was verified to be the same as the one specified in
the URL parameter.

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed

403

The smart contract rolled back (declined) the transaction

500

Internal server error.

Sample call
curl -X POST " https://<IP>:<PORT>/api/relay/transaction/" \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d '{
"v": 27,
"r": "0x82ae1bb8dc852ab9ee418d3e0ba6426d541531ee574af533341de550b048ad92",
"s": "0x51a68d14fc4bcdbc1fa43793612615fa8a3ef11aafd0b2cb7e598a7bd236c13a",
"destination": "0x1401A9B2F8511841953a65FDc7fAB9b1fF5ddE76",
"data": "0x701b8826000000 . . . 000000"
}'
Status code: 200
{
"tx_hash": "0xc33788573b9e0cc8d68afdf12f2cab8001fa612b62e8fb1c0dcfc53a0df354ac"
}

See after the table for a complete discussion
Notes
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This service is meant to be used by third parties that would like to interact with an NRG-5 DAPP without
spending ETH . An indicative example could be a smart meter sending metering data to be registered into
the BC under the AMIaaS NRG-5 use case application (see Deliverable D3.2 for details and discussion).

In the following, an indicative invocation of the service is presenting, assuming that a smart meter
would like to store some data to the BC so that it can be (at later stages) forwarded to vMCM. The
raw data to be sent were configured as:
{
"thingId": "org.nrg5:NORM0001",
"policyId": "org.nrg5:NORMPOLICY0001",
"attributes": {
"firmware": "v1.0",
"software": "v1.0",
"manufacturer": "ACME corp"
},
"features": {
"PotentialDifference": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 240,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "V"
}
}
},
"Current": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 8,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "A"
}
}
},
"ActivePower": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 800,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "W"
}
}
},
"ReactivePower": {
"properties": {
"status": {
"value": 1000,
"lastMeasured": "2018-06-29T18:21",
"units": "W"
}
}
}
}
}

When properly wrapped so that it can be consumed by the service, the actual payload to be
transmitted (the Relayable Transaction object) is as follows:
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{
"v": 27,
"r": "0x82ae1bb8dc852ab9ee418d3e0ba6426d541531ee574af533341de550b048ad92",
"s": "0x51a68d14fc4bcdbc1fa43793612615fa8a3ef11aafd0b2cb7e598a7bd236c13a",
"destination": "0x1401A9B2F8511841953a65FDc7fAB9b1fF5ddE76",
"data":
"0x701b882600000007e8cf20cbe1d6ce24bbff6d6820d88a20408b81f0000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000a0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000002e4f3342d9d00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
40000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000005b92889b00000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002637b227468696e674964223a20226f72
672e6e7267353a4e4f524d30303031222c2022706f6c6963794964223a20226f72672e6e7267353a
4e4f524d504f4c49435930303031222c202261747472696275746573223a207b226669726d776172
65223a202276312e30222c2022736f667477617265223a202276312e30222c20226d616e75666163
7475726572223a202241434d4520636f7270227d2c20226665617475726573223a207b22506f7465
6e7469616c446966666572656e6365223a207b2270726f70657274696573223a207b227374617475
73223a207b2276616c7565223a203234302c20226c6173744d65617375726564223a202232303138
2d30362d32395431383a3231222c2022756e697473223a202256227d7d7d2c202243757272656e74
223a207b2270726f70657274696573223a207b22737461747573223a207b2276616c7565223a2038
2c20226c6173744d65617375726564223a2022323031382d30362d32395431383a3231222c202275
6e697473223a202241227d7d7d2c2022416374697665506f776572223a207b2270726f7065727469
6573223a207b22737461747573223a207b2276616c7565223a203830302c20226c6173744d656173
75726564223a2022323031382d30362d32395431383a3231222c2022756e697473223a202257227d
7d7d2c20225265616374697665506f776572223a207b2270726f70657274696573223a207b227374
61747573223a207b2276616c7565223a20313030302c20226c6173744d65617375726564223a2022
323031382d30362d32395431383a3231222c2022756e697473223a202257227d7d7d7d7d00000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000"
}

The procedure for generating the resulting payload (the data field mainly) is described by uPort in
[67] and is provided in Figure 64 for reasons of clarity. In most cases, the end user should use the
provided NRG-5 vBCP client, therefore no need for manually performing the depicted steps should
arise.

Figure 64: Preparing to send a raw transaction [67].

Retrieve stored blockchain data for a particular address
Title

Relay of a transaction

URL
/identity/<identity>/events/retrieve/
Method
GET
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Required URL parameters
identity =[String(66)]

The identity to check data for

Optional URL Parameters
page=[Integer]

Since the provided data is paginated, this parameter
can be set to specify a page number within the
paginated result set.

Timestamp=[Unix formatted timestamp]

Filter events with timestamp greater or equal to the
provided UNIX formatted time stamp

Success response
200
Content: Paginated list of
BlockhainEvent

See Table 30 for details

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or
malformed

403

The smart contract rolled back (declined) the
transaction

Sample call
curl -X GET
https://<vAAA_IP>:5100/api/identity/0xf94a4e63F98a762C8Ae3fFe66491B8E0b4a9bC15/events/r
etrieve/?timestamp=1553076000

Status code: 200
{
"count": 2,
"next": null,
"previous": null,
"results": [
{
"name": "LogSmartMeterData",
"args": {
"payload": "{\"type\": \"Energy\", \"value\":5, \"unit\":\"kWh\"}",
"identity": "0xf94a4e63F98a762C8Ae3fFe66491B8E0b4a9bC15",
"timestamp": "2019-03-20T15:49:15Z",
"entityAddress": "0xbE207CAab594e180ae5671Cd962b69Bb74AA5DE9"
},
"log_index": 0,
"tx_index": 0,
"tx_hash": "0xcdfe87906148f3fe88eadeffd7ad8c431c802292b02bff51190055b95ddb9698",
"block_number": 58766,
"block_hash":
"0x51c4aba6ff0fe301237fffab664a864400d7aa65059a7feb74960f4f3093f62f",
"address": "0x7e8cf20cBE1D6ce24BbFF6D6820D88A20408B81f",
"created": "2019-03-20T15:49:38.498801Z"
},
{
"name": "LogSmartMeterData",
"args": {
"payload": "{\"type\": \"Energy\", \"value\":6, \"unit\":\"kWh\"}",
"identity": "0xf94a4e63F98a762C8Ae3fFe66491B8E0b4a9bC15",
"timestamp": "2019-03-20T15:52:23Z",
"entityAddress": "0xbE207CAab594e180ae5671Cd962b69Bb74AA5DE9"
},
"log_index": 0,
"tx_index": 0,
"tx_hash": "0xf5aa8edba4b2c6a29f6c16bc6c1ddd338cce94acc47b31800e516186d716c10e",
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"block_number": 58778,
"block_hash":
"0x54d6290fa8a98a16bee8c6cb236160b6e7b0f6c804b056883097153a0852fa26",
"address": "0x7e8cf20cBE1D6ce24BbFF6D6820D88A20408B81f",
"created": "2019-03-20T15:52:38.449243Z"
}
]
}

Notes
The service only fetches results from events emitted by the EntityDataManager SC as documented in
paragraph 5.2.1. In the indicative example, two entries were found for the given identity
0xf94a4e63F98a762C8Ae3fFe66491B8E0b4a9bC15 , which should represent a smart meter since the name
of the blockchain event emitted by the vBCP DAPP EntityDataManager is “LogSmartMeterData”.
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7.4 vAAA API
The OAuth version exposes the full set of Keycloak endpoints, as documented in [68]. The
blockchain-related API is accessible via the vBCP functionality and is, hence, documented in the
previous section.
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7.5 vMME API documentation
The following vMME APIs have been defined to date. Further work on vMME is being carried out in
the project, and as a result these APIs may change and additional APIs may emerge.

7.5.1 Data model
Table 32: Data model of a vMME device registration
Device
Property

Type

Description

device_id

String(255)

Unique descriptor of the device

device_name

String(512)

The device's name

Registration_time

Date-time

Device registration time

Lat

String(512)

Latitude coordinates of the position of the device

Lon

String(512)

Longitude coordinates of the position of the device

prev_mme

String(512)

Unique descriptor of the previous MME where the device was
registered

device_ip

String(512)

The device's ip address

Table 33: Data model of a UE location
UE location
Property

Type

Description

device_id

String(255)

Unique descriptor of the device

lat

String(8192)

Latitude coordinates of the position of the device

lon

String(8192)

Longitude coordinates of the position of the device

Table 34: Data model of a vMME initial configuration
vMME configuration initialization
Property

Type

Description

mme_id

String(255)

Unique descriptor of the MME

mme_ip_address

String(512)

The IP address of that vMME

mme_name

String(512)

The vMME's name

coordinates

String(8192)

Coordinates of the geographical coordinates polygon that is covered by that vMME

7.5.2 API documentation
In the following, the service API of the vMME is described. The APIs are separated into UE lifecycle
and vMME management APIs. In all cases, the URL provided in relative. The absolute is formulated
as https://<vMME_IP>/api/. Furthermore, the service also features a Swagger interface based on
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the OpenAPI specification, at https://<vMME_IP>:80/swagger/. Figure 65, illustrates the vMME
Swagger interface.

Figure 65: Snapshot of the vMME API documentation service.

7.5.2.1 UE lifecycle API
vMME device registration
Title

Registration

URL
/register/device
Method
POST
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json.

body=[vMME device]

The vMME device to register (see
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Success response
201
Content vMME device

The request was successfully served. The response is the echo
of the registered device.

Error responses
Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed or out of the
vMME’s responsible area.

406
Sample call
$ curl -X POST \

http://vMME_IP/api/register/device/ \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{
"device_id": "samsung-s300",
"device_name": "sam-01",
"device_ip": "192.168.1.37",
"lat":"42.44006529978054",
"lon":"-71.69262395837404",
"prev_mme": "none"
}'

Status code: 201
{
"device_id": "samsung-s300",
"device_name": "sam-01",
"device_ip": "192.168.1.37",
"lat":"42.44006529978054",
"lon":"-71.69262395837404",
"prev_mme": "none"
}

Notes
Through the vMME device registration interface a device can be registered in the virtual MME if the device
coordinates are included in the vMME’s geographical area.

vMME update registered device
Title

Update

URL
/update/device
Method
PUT
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json.

body=[UE location update]

The device ID, latitude and longitude, as described in UE update
data model presented at Table 33

Success response
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200

The request was successfully. The device coordinates have been
updated.

204

Device moved from vMME and transferred to other vMME

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed.

Sample call
$ curl --request PUT http://vMME_IP/api/update/device/ \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{
"device_id": "samsung-s300",
"lat":"42.44006529978054",
"lon":"-71.69262395837404",
}'

Status code: 200

Notes
Through this vMME interface a device can update its geographical coordinates. If the device has moved out
of the vMME’s range this interface can alert another vMME to serve the device in its new location.
More specifically, handovers are handled in 2 ways. If an entity updates its position e.g. the coordinates
changed, the vMME is informed and if the new coordinates are out of vMME’s range the device gets
messaged and with the information about the new vMME that needs to connect. If the device is out of range
it is reported to the new vMME and must register with that vMME. The MQTT implementation uses the Paho
MQTT library. In addition, a micro-service has been developed, that is part of vMME Registration
Component, which for a given pair of device coordinates e.g. (latitude, longitude) vMME Registration
Component returns the vMME's id that the device must register in.

vMME Device Un-Registration
Title

Un-registration

URL
/unregister/device/{device_id}/
Method
DELETE
Required Data Parameters
body=[device_id]

The device ID

Success response
204

Device deleted successfully.

Error responses
400

Bad request: The provided data is invalid or malformed.

Sample call
$ curl -X DELETE http://vMME_IP/api/unregister/device/device_id
Status code: 204
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Notes
Through this interface the vMME can delete a device, i.e. remove its access to the NRG-5 services.

vMME device list
Title

Device list

URL
/device/list/
Method
GET
Required Data Parameters
No parameters
Success response
200
Content List<vMME device>

The list of currently registered devices

Sample call
$ curl -X GET http://vMME_IP/api/device/list
Status code: 204

[
{
"device_id": "jarvis-1",
"device_name": "jarvis",
"device_ip": "192.168.1.34",
"lat": "42.42549502806944",
"lon": "-71.66541563012697",
"prev_mme": "mme1"
},
{
"device_id": "jarvis-2-id",
"device_name": "Jarvis-2",
"device_ip": "192.168.1.35",
"lat": "42.4154234232806944",
"lon": "-71.635234243011000",
"prev_mme": "mme1"
}
]

Provides the list of vMME’s registered devices.
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vMME Configuration
Title

vMME configuration

URL
/vMME/config
Method
POST
Required Data Parameters
headers

The content type should be application/json.

body=[vMME configuration
initialization]

The provided data are mme_id, mme_name, mme_ip_address
and coordinates as described in Table 34.

Success response
201
Content vMME
initialization

configuration

The vMME was successfully configured. The returned object is
the new vMME configuration echoed.

Error responses
400

Provided data is invalid or malformed

Sample call
$ curl --request POST \
http://vMME_IP/api /vMME/config \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{
"mme_id": "mme1",
"mme_name": "Atkins",
"mme_ip_address": "192.168.1.117",
"coordinates":"[[42.444245708814805,-71.70103536584475],[42.43550453545103, 71.69468389489748],[42.44259891431024, -71.68249593713381]]"
}'

Status code: 201
{
"mme_id": "mme1",
"mme_name": "Atkins",
"mme_ip_address": "192.168.1.117",
"coordinates":"[[42.444245708814805,-71.70103536584475],[42.43550453545103, 71.69468389489748],[42.44259891431024, -71.68249593713381]]"
}

Notes
This interface invokes the vMME initialization. Before starting its normal operation, the vMME must be
registered to vMME registration component.
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8 Abbreviations

Acronym

Explanation

3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project (standardisation body)

4G

4th Generation of Mobile Communications

5G

5th Generation of Mobile Communications

5G-PPP

5th Generation-Public Private Partnership

AAA

Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting

ADN

Active Distribution Network

AMI

Advanced Metering Infrastructure

AMIaaS

Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service

AN

Access network

API

Application Programming Interface

CA

Consortium Agreement

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CC

Cloud Computing

CI-SLA

Critical Infrastructures Service Level Agreements

CN

Core Network

COTS

Commercial off the shelf

CP

Control Plane

C-RAN

Cloud Radio Access Network

DA-RAN

Disaggregated-Radio Access Network

DC

Data Centre

DDRaaS

Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service

DER

Distributed Energy Resources
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DES

Distributed Energy Storages

DoW

Description of Work

DSO

Distribution System Operator

E2E

End-to-End

EC

European Commission

EMS

Element Management System

ENI

Experiential Networked INTELligence

EuCNC

European Conference on Networks and Communications

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVE

Evolution and Ecosystem

FB

Facebook

FG

Forwarding Graph

FI

Future Internet

GA

Grant Agreement

GS

Group Specification

H2020

Horizon 2020

HMAC

Hashed-Based Message Authentication Code

HV

High Voltage

HW

Hardware

ICC

International Conference on Communications

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IMT

International Mobile Communications

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

IPR

Intellectual Property Right
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IPSec

Internet Protocol Security

ISG

Industry Standardization Group

ISP

Internet Service Provider

IT

Information Technology

ITU

International Telecommunication Union

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LTE

Long Term Evolution

LV

Low Voltage

M2M

Machine to Machine

MANO

Management and Orchestration

MCM

Machine Cloud Machine

MCPTT

Mission Critical Push To Talk

MEC

Mobile Edge Computing/ Multi-access Edge Computing

mMTC

Massive MTC

MTC

Machine Type Communications

MV

Medium Voltage

MVNO

Mobile Virtual Network Operator

N/A

not applicable

NB-IOT

Narrow-Band Internet-of-Things

NFV

Network Function Virtualization

NGIN

Next Generation Intelligent Networks

NGMN

Next Generation Mobile Networks

NORM

New-generation Open Real-time Smart Meter

NS

Network service

NSO

Network Service Orchestrator

OBD

On Board Device
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ONF

Open Networking Foundation

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PaaS

Platform-as-a-Service

PCF

Policy Control Function

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

PLMN

Public Land Mobile Network

PMaaS

Predictive Maintenance as a Service

PMR

Private Mobile Radio

PMU

Phase Measurement Unit

PUF

Physically Unclonable Function

PV

Photo Voltaic

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

RAN

Radio Access Network

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RIA

Research and Innovation Action

RO

Resource Orchestrator

RRM

Radio Resources Management

SC

Smart Contract

SCPC

Single Channel Per Carrier

SD

Software-Defined

SDN

Software-Defined Networking

SD-RAN

Software-Defined Radio Access Network

SM

Smart Meter

SMF

Security Monitoring Framework

SON

Self-Organising Network
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SOSP

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles

SW

Software

TBD, tbd

to be defined

TSG

Technical Specification Group

UE

User Equipment

UP

User Plan

UPF

User Plane Function

vAMI

Virtual Advance Metering Infrastructure

vBCP

virtual Blockchains Processing

vDER

virtual Distributed Energy Resource

vDFC

virtual Drones Flight Control

vESR

virtual Electricity Substation & Rerouting

VIM

Virtual Infrastructure Manager

VM

Virtual Machine

vMCM

virtual Machine-Cloud-Machine

vMME

virtual Mobility Management Entity

vMPA

virtual Media Processing & Analysis

VNF

Virtualized Network Function

VNFD

VNF Descriptors

VNO

Virtual Network Operator

VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

vPMU

virtual Phasor Measurement Unit

vRES

virtual Renewable Energy Sources

vSON

virtual Self-Organizing Networks

VTC

Vehicular Technology Conference

vTSD

virtual Terminals Self-Discovery
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VTU

Video Transcoding Unit

XaaS

Platform or Infrastructure as-a-Service

xMBB

Massive broadband

xMEC

extended Mobile Edge Computing
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